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MAPPING STRATEGY—With a big debate and speech tournament coming up, Calloway County High School
Debate and Speech Coach Larry England and his team members map strategy for capturing another sweepstakes
trophy, an achievement which has become rather common place at the 875-student school in the past five years.
England Ably Meets Challenge
Of Building Winning Speech Team
By M.C. GARROTT
When Larry England graduated from
Murray State Univeristy in 1970 with a
. degree in speech and history, he had
7two opportunities to teach.
'-- One was at his alma meter, Calloway
,County High School, from which he had
. graduated in 1964 and located within a
mile of the University's campus.
Several acquaintances, however, tried
to discourage him from taking the job.
"That's a rural high school," they
said. "Most of the students are farm
kids. Your chances of ever building a
debate and speech program there
would be slim,-indeed."
That was the wrong thing to say to
Larry England. If he had entertained
any thoughts of taking the other job, he
forgot them then. To a farm boy such as
he is, that was like getting slapped in
the face with a glove.
CRITIQUE—Calloway County High School Debate and Speech Coach
Larry England times Theresa Dover, a junior, and makes constructive notes
as she rehearses for an individual prose competition_
-To me, that was the challenge I was
looking for," he says. "I made up my
mind then and there that I was going to
build a championship debate and
speech team at Calloway County High
School, because I know students with
rural backgrounds have just as much
intelligence, ability and potential Oa
students anywhere."
Five years later, in 1975, England's
(beam almost came true. His junior
varsity debate team missed the state
championship by only one point, losing
to the Sacred Heart Academy of
Louisville. In the last three years, his
junior varsity debate and varsity teams
have finished second twice and third
once in the state competition. He has
had scores of individual winners at the
state level.
It hasn't come easy, but he has
followed his success formula from the
beginning—motivating the students
and instilling in them an amazing pride
of accomplishment.
When he started teaching at CCHS in
the fall of 1970. England found the
debate and speech situation much as he
expected. The program had been
neglected. The school had lost its
National Forensic League charter
because of inactivity. There IOW little
interest in such a program &ming the
875 students in the sprawling school.
'The big challenge that first year,"
he recalls, "was to convince the
students that they could do anything
they set out to do and would work hard
to accomplish. They had never won
anything in debate and speech, nor had
they ever enjoyed the thrill of success
or pride of accomplishment in this
area.
"'This meant building positive at-
titudes toward the program as well as
life itself," he said, "and once they saw
someone was sincerely interested in
them and would love and work with
them, they responded."
That first year, England managed to
involve only 14 students in the program,
but his formula for success paid off
almost from the start. They started
participating in local and regional
(See England, Page S)
Hubbard Connected With Dairy
Cooperatives In Milk Scandal
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard reportedly
accepted donations from dairy
cooperatives that were connected with
the 1971 Nixon milk fund scandal, ac-
cording to a story in the Kentucky Post,
a Covington newspaper.
The non-election year donations were
said to total $18,000, the Post said
Campaign finance reports filed with
the federal Election Commission reveal
that Hubbard accepted $6,000 from
Special Political Agricultural Com-
munity Education (SPACE) Com-
mittee, a political arm of Dairymen,
Inc., of Louisville, and 85,000 each from
the Committee for Thorough
Agricultural Political Education
CTAPE), the political arm of
Associated Milk Producers Inc. of San
Antonio, and Agricultural and Dairy
Ediacation Political Trust ( ADEPT),
ths political arm of Mid-America
Datryrnen Inc. of Springfield, Mo.,
taccording to the story.
Hubbard defended his position by
saying that he did receive contributions
from the three groups but that the total
was $15,000 in that each group gave him
$5,000 during 1975. He went on by saying
that each group contains Western
Kentucky dairy farmers who have
supported him in the past when he
served as state senator and that these
supporters prompted the campaign
contributions.
Hubbard said he did not request gifts
from the political committees and
noted that the milk industry in the past
provided support for his predecessor,
Rep. Frank A. Stubblefield, "number
two man" on the Agriculture Com-
mittee.
Claiming to have no obligations to the
dairy industry, Hubbard said he is on
the House Banking, Currency and
Housing Committee and the Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee
where no dealing with Dairy industiy
legislation occurs.
He noted that the milk price support
bill received the backing of all the
Kentucky's congressmen.
"I have always noted for legislation
which would have been helpful to (lair)
farmers and other farmers both as a
state senator and as a congesaman.'
Hubbard remarked.
Noting that he received contribution.,
from a "wide range of groups," Hub-
bard stated that "I received many
contributions last year—When you have
to seek reelection every two years only
certain people would refer to 1975 as a
non-election year."
The story also reported that Ken-
tucky Sen. Walter ( Dee) Huddleston
received donations totaling $2,500 from
funds distrubted by the SPACE group
On the only recorded notes taken In
Congress in regard to milk supports.
both men favored the higher supports
(See Hubbard, Page Si
One Section'— 14 Pages
Huddleston Hears Citizens In
Sessions Wednesday, Mayfield
By DAVID HILL
Murray Ledger ir Times Staff Writer
Social Security and Veterans
Administration were the number one
problems of a group of citizens who met
with Senator Dee Huddleston in
Mayfield Wednesday.
Huddleston spoke at a combined
meeting with area media represen-
tatives and other officials after a
luncheon at the Mayfield Holiday Inn,
and said he was pleased with the tur-
nout at the sessions held that morning.
About 125 persons met Huddleston,
and several issues were discussed,
including the controversial Mayfield
Creek drainage problem, IVA electric
rates, and others.
Huddleston said it "was a good day
for us to demonstrate that the gover-
nment is still interested in your
problems and is willing to sit down and
listen to them.
"We're still fighting the bird war,"
Huddleston said, in response to a
question on the blackbird situation in
several parts of the state. He noted that
a hearing will be held Friday on a
request for a permanent injunction
barring use of Tergitol to kill the birds,





PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A third
platoon of Paducah firemen reported to
work on time this morning, city of-
ficials said, after Wednesday's shift
stayed home in a contract dispute.
About 25 fire fights, all members of
Local 168, International Association of
Firefighters, called in sick Wednesday
_ morning.
The department is divided into three
platoons, each of which is on duty for 24
hours
Tuesday's platoon was held over
Wednesday, and fire officials said
arrangements were made to have
volunteers help fight fires if needed.
Mayor William S. Murphy said
Wednesday that each man who called in
sick had to provide "a doctor's
statement of the nature of their illness
in the 24 hours following the start of
their shift this morning."
However, he said only a few of the
men could be notified because their
telephones were either busy or were not
answered.
The sick calls came after the union's
demand for a written contract was
rejected Tuesday night by the city
commission. The city claims it cannot
negotiate a contract until the state
legislature acts on a collective
barganing bill for public employes.
The union and the city had erlier
agreed orally on wages and fringe
benefits, with a 7 per cent raise for the
last half of this fiscal year and an 8 per
cent hike the following fiscal year. But




The Calloway County Fiscal Court
agreed to pay the salary of a radio
dispatcher for the Murray Police
Departrnent, in action taken Wed-
nesday at a meeting of the court.
Since the police department handles
calls for the sheriff's department
during times when the court house is
closed, the feeling was that the court
should provide a radio dispatcher for
the police.
The court's participation will consist
of a salary of $2.35 per hour for a 40-
hour week, awn ding to action taken
Wednesday.
In other action, Rob Walston was
appointed "safety officer," to assist the
court in complying with OSHA
requirements and to increase the safety
of working conditions among county
employes.
Also, the squires voted to close an
abandoned road west of Highway 641,
and on the North edge of the Charlie
Miller Road. The abandoned road is










Claadfleds 11, 12, 13




MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — Local
merchants are accepting public
pledges for a reward fund that will be
paid anyone with information about a
series of fires in Graves County.
The idea was initiated Wednesday by
City Prosecutor Dennis Null and the
Mayfield Police Department.
Three recent fires have destroyed the
homes of Mayfield patrolmen, and
officials said arsonists are believed to
have been involved.
Asst. Police Chief Donald Dixon, in a
letter to merchants, said "we are trying
to put the criminal out of business and
to make Mayfield and Graves County a
better and safer place in which to live."
The reward fund will be supervised
by the merchant., association.
Sunny And Warm
Sunny and warm today, high in the
upper 50s and low 60s. Increasing
cloudiness and not as cold tonight, low
in the upper 30s. Cloudy with a chance
of showers Friday, high in the mid to





A 14-year old juvenile is being held in
the juvenile detention cell at the
Calloway County Jail on charges of
knowingly receiving stolen property,
according to County Attorney Sid
Easley.
Easley said the charge is in con-




The senator said that Congress is
taking a harder look at the Tennessee
Valley Authority, and its electric rates,
and said that it is felt by some that TVA
may be drifting away from its original
purpose, that of providing inexpensive
electric power.
Huddleston also said that he opposes
taking away or changing the Revenue
Sharing program, as some
congressmen would do. "To take it
away now would cripple many
programs," he said.
On the subject of direct price con-
trols, the senator speculated that
Congress would take a long look at
some direct controls if inflation "takes
off again," and added that Congress is
also concerned about the large budget
deficit" spending is still premature at
this point.
Huddleston calld the U.S. position in
Angola an example of how "govern-
ment has moved in a way that is unwise
and not prudent. I don't think we should
get involved, because there is nothing
to be accomplished there."
He continued by saying "I think we'll
continually be put into situations like
this; sometimes we might have to in-
tervene militarily, but we should pick
the times..."
The senator said he has not sanc-
tioned any particular Democratic
candidate for president at this time,
saying "I'm going to see how they
perform." In answer to a question,
Huddleston said he would support
e Wallace, "if he is nominated."•
(it




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The "butterfly bill" when he offered two
Kentucky Senate has passed bills floor amendments, both of which were
designating the coffee tree and . the subsequently defeated.
monarch butterfly as official sbite , The first amendment would have
symbols, but both measures were named Rep. Norbert Blume, D-
strongly criticized by one legislator Louisville, as the official state insect.
who ctided his colleagues for wasting The second would have named Rep.
time and money. Larry Hopkins, R-Lexington, as
Sen. Donald Johnson, R-Newport, Kentucky's official bug.
said both bills were "silly and Stuart, who offered the amendments
frivolous" and have cost state tax- in jest, rose to comment on Johnson's
payers thousands of dollars in time and remarks.
material. "I've spent 12 years up here and I
"Here we have wasted an entire know how tedious it gets," Stuart said.
afternoon on two frivolous bills," "And if it were not for the injection of
Johnson said after members of the humor.. .1 don't know how many of us
upper chamber joked and laughed for could stand this job."
more than an hour before passing Sen.
Tom Ward's bW to designate the
Monarch butterfly as Kentucky's of-
ficial insect.
Ward, a Democrat from Versailles,
objected to Johnson's comments, which
abruptly ended the levity in the Senate
for the day.
"I simply must say as a human being,
I resent the implications of what the
senator has said and I cannot but notice
that the only member of the Senate who
has not introduced a single bill this
session is the senator from Campbell,"
Ward said, referring to Johnson." "If
there is any waste of money it may be
there."
That made Sen. William Gentry, 13-
Bardstown, rise to change his vote. He
said he would not vote for Ward's bill
because he did not agree with the im-
plication that the merits of a lawmaker
should be judged by the number of bills
he sponsors. The Murray Board of Education will
Sen. Eugene Stuart, R-Prospect, meet in regular session tonight at seven
started the humorous debate on the p.m., according to Supt. Fred Schultz.
Included on the agenda are several
items, including plans tor opening bids
on windows and fire safety equipment
for the middle school; a review of the
instructional programs; a review of the
audit analysis for 1973-74; and the
superintendent's report.
The meeting will be held at the board




Three persons were injured in a two-
.-ar accident west of Murray on High-
way 94 late Wednesday afternoon,
according to Kentucky State Police who
investigated the incident.
State Trooper Charles Stephenson
identified the driver as Kerry Williams,
23, Route Three, and Voris Pickard, 71,
Route Om Mayfield.
• Stephenson said the Williams car was
going east on 94 and the Pickard car
was going west on 94 when the accident
occured.
Williams, Pickard, and Lois Pickard,
a passenger, were all treated and
released at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.






FOR FRIDAY, FEBRUARY II, irs
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARMS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 30) lifig:t
Scattering energies and
_esuieiy are the two extremes
which could hamper progress
now. Follow * sound, middle-of-
the-road policy and you can
reap a fine harvest.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) Nie
Your innate industriousness
and knack for performing under
pressure can be a boon now — if
you do not listen to dissenters
and pessimists.
GEMINI
My 22 to June 21) 14*
Stress your clear-cut, smart
..perceptiveness. Direct your
versatility into profitable
channels. An all-around good
day!
CANCER
.-2(June 23 to July 23) 41041
•;••,.. Enlist assistance where
-,-;•needed. Do not try to do too
much at once. Indication' of
help from unexpected seem.
Make ready for new arrange-
ments, possibly a detour.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)1244:t
A day which stresses a need
for efficiency. Take a cue from
competitors what TO DO and
what NOT to do. You can be
Indifferent or enthusiastic. It's
up to you!
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) SPII•
Don't try to "get by" an your
personality now and DO avoid
outmoded methods, deviation
from essentials. Be objective;
yield where you should.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23)
Especially favored now:
business interests and personal
relationships. Display your
efficient and amenable side and




(Oct, 24 to Nov. 72)
Avoid all tendencies to
procrastinate or to work
sporadically. Keep eyes on your
goal, maintain a steady and
reasonable tempo, and step
progressively toward it.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You may be called upon to
make some weighty decisions.
However, this should not daunt
the well-developed Smitten=
who, even in the most critical
momenta, thinks dearly and
astutely.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) ifila
If you missed out on
terOt
something during the early part
of the week and it is still
desirable, try for it now.
Planetary influences heiptul
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 4115
Review your plans, methods;
note where you can better
situation. Eliminate anxiety;
supplant with precautions and
good management Work to
avoid oversights.
PISCES
(Feb. 36 to Mar. 20) X
You may have to ease up in
some respects. But NOT ease
out or fade out. A really fine day
for accomplishment if you are
well organized and maintain an
CM pled.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a magnetic
personality, vitality and an
unusual gift of kedership. You
are so extremely versatile that
you can succeed in almost any
field which appeals to you and
for which you educate yourself.
However, you would probably
do beet in one of the professions.
In such case, it will be im-
portant to remember, however,
that you MUST curb an in-
stinctive tendency to be
dogmatic, or you could alienate
aseociates. Your flair for the
dramatic could make you an
excellent trial lawyer or, on the
stop, an heroic actor. You
could also succeed at writing,
*Melamine* and (or) music.













Vs cep eider Angst
3 %obligees@ sow
I toospont salt
4 =Irked doers)grew cabbage
4 cups (not pecked down)
dreaded red cabbage
on= togetbw the may-vinegar, sugar and
salt. Add the grem and red
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i Girls like it.
b there a better reason
to send an FTD LoweBandie?
Maybe because she'll flee you better for it
Send it to your epeeist Valentine today. She'll get
the message 'four FT() Florist will send your
Lovel3undlellt almost anywhere. Order Eartyl
Usually available $1500*
Rua out lad tack beak FID Florist w11!
for less than
• As an independent
businessman, each FTD Member




To Marry In May
14,
Miss Cynthia Jane McDaniel
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. McDaniel of 1655 Ryan Ave.,
Murray, announce the engagement of their daughter, Cynthia
Jane, to Chappell Franklin Harris, son of Mr. and Mrs. L B.
Harris of Dallas, North Carolina.
The bride-elect is a 1972 graduate of Murray High School and
will receive her Bachelor of Science Degree in Speech and
Hearing from Murray State University in May. She is a mem-
ber of Kappa Delta Pi Honorary Education Society. She is the
granddaughter of Mrs. Henry Hopkins and the late Mr.
Hopkins and Mrs. Chester McDaniel and the late Mr. Mc-
Daniel.
Mr. Harris is a 1973 graduate of North Gaston High School,
-Dallas, N. C. and is presently attending North Carolina State
University, Raleigh, N. C. majoring in textiles. He is a mem-
ber of Delta Kappa Phi Textiles Fraternity.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, May 15, at 1:30
p.m. at First Baptist Church, Murray. A reception will im-
mediately follow the ceremony in the church Fellowship Hall.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. Friends and relatives
are invited.
Jane Jones Fitch Is
Given Special Award
Mrs. Jane Jones Fitch,
daughter of Mrs. Bertha D.
Jones and the late, T. Rafe
Jones of Murray, was recently
honored at Bozeman, Mon-
tana, by being presented with
the "Outstanding Community
Service Award" there. An
article in the Bozeman
newspaper reads as follows:
"Jane Fitch, a woman
active in county and city
governmental affairs, was
honored Saturday with the
oustanding community ser-
vice award.
"Mrs. Fitch, who was
sponsored by the American
Association of University
Women, Bozeman Branch,
was selected among five other
women.
"Her civic activities include





and the American Association
of University Women.
"She is a hospital auxiliary
volunteer and Bicentennial
office volunteer. She is active
in her church, the Bozensan
United Methodist Church, as
well as a member of the
Salvation Army Advisory
group.
"Mrs. Fitch served as first
women's editor of Radio
Station KBMN, is a member of
the Bozeman League of
Women Voters and Friends of
the Library.
"Her accomplishments
include participation in a
traffic study in 1960, county
rest home study, and a county
government study. She was
the first woman to be ap-
pointed to the city-county
planning board. She served as
vice-president for two years
and first chairman of the
Bozeman Zoning Commission
from spring 1973 through
December 1975.
"The 11th annual award
luncheon was sponsored by
the Bozeman Jaycees."
Specie/ Subjects Studied Here
k The Bachelor aeig Ckss
A new trend in Home
Economics today is to open
their classroom doors to men.
For the past two years,
Murray High School has of-
fered a class for Senior guys
called Bachelor Living. They






At the present time, they are
involved in the study of dating,
engagement, and marriage,
taught by the student teacher,
Polly Anderson.
Ned Walsh, minister of
Youth First Baptist Church,
was guest speaker in the class
on Thursday, February 5. He
discussed with the boys their
role in marriage and how this
is influenced by religious
beliefs.
After completing this unit,
Mrs. Lucy Lilly will involve
the boys in the study of
parenthood and the role of the
father.
The last nine weeks, Mrs.
Sally Crass will conclude the
year with a unit called "The
Bachelor Pad," a study of
housing, while Mrs Lilly
begins a clothing unit with the
College and Career Bound
Class.
Discarded nylon hose make
excellent tie-ups for tomatoes
and other garden vegetables.
They are strong yet soft enough
not to cut into theylant.
Worn plastic tabiecloths can
be cut down to make ironing
board dust covers or a water-










will meet at the school at
seven p. m.
Welcome Wagon New-
comers Club will meet at the
First Christian Church at 7:30
p. m. A spring fashion show
will be presented.
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School will have
its homecoming and crowning
of the King and Queen bet-
ween the Southwest-North
Boys basketball game.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Grove 6126 WOW will meet
at six p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons and
Murray Council No. 50 Royal
and Select Masters will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic
Hall.
Black Appreciation Night
will be at University School
auditorium with special films
being shown starting at six
p.m. Admission is fifty cents
for one or both.
Campus Lights will be
presented at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU, at eight
p.m.
National Organization for
Women ( NOW) will meet at
the United Campus Ministry
at 7:30 p.m.
East Elementary Cub Scout
Pack meeting will be at 7:30
p.m. at East School.
Phebian Sunday School
Class, Mrs. Theron Riley,
teacher, will meet at the home
of Mrs. Karl Hussung, 900
Meadowlane, at 7:30 p.m.
Frkley, February 13
Baptist Women of Elm
Grove Church will have a
potluck dinner at six p.m. at
the church. Members of
Poplar Spring Church and
husbands are invited as
special guests.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
P.m.
Homecoming will be at
Calloway County High School
with a dance to follow the
basketball game sponsored by
the Student Council.
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at 1 : 30 p.m. at
the home of Mrs. Esco Gunter,
Farmer Avenue.
Shopping for senior citizens
IA ROWS, Kroger and down-
town will be at 9:30 a.m. and to
Big K, Parker's Grocery and
downtown at 12:30 p.m. For
morning shopping call by nine
a.m. and for afternoon by
11:30 a.m.
Campus Lights will be
presented at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU, at eight
p.m.
Saturday, February 14
Campus Lights will be
presented at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU, at eight
p.m.
"Young at Hearts Dinner"
for members, 70 or older, will
be by the Young Adults Class
of Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ at six p.m. in the
multi-purpose room of the
church.
Special birthday supper will
be held at the Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian




meeting is cancelled, and will
be rescheduled in March.
Chili Supper with serving to
start at 5:30 p.m. will be held
it the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church by
the UMYF. Prices will be $2.00
for adults and $1.00 for
children under twelve.
Bake sale, sponsored by
Willing Workers Club of
Hazel, will be held at Roses at
Central Shopping Center,
Murray, starting at 10:30 a.m.
Monday, February 16
Kirksey Senior Citizens will
meet at Fellowship Hall,
Kirksey United Methodist
Church, at one p.m. for its arts





will be held at Murray-
Calloway County Hospital
Conference Room at 7:30 pin.
with Dr. Katy Hufnagle as
speaker.
Penny Homemakers Club
will meet with Mrs. Helen Cole
at one p.m.
Theta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. with the program by
the Murray High School Stage
Band.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church at
seven p.m.
Alateen will meet a thte AA
Hall at seven p.m.
Terese Carraway Honored
With Several Bridal Events
Several prenuptial events
have been given in honor of
Miss Terese Joan Carraway
and Rondal Eugene Shemwell
who will be married on
Saturday, February 14.
Mrs. Jack Andersen, Mrs.
W. B. McCuiston, Mrs.
Kenneth Adams, Mrs. Bud
Moores, and Mrs. James
Mays were hostesses for a tea
held at the home of Mrs.
Andersen, 1209 Kirkwood
Drive, Murray.
The table was adorned in the
colors of red and white with a
centerpiece of red and white
flowers. Brass and crystal
were used for serving the fifty-
five persons attending. The
hostesses presented the
lionoree with a silver serving
tray.
A bridal shower was given
by Nita Galloway, Debra
Kavanaugh, Vicki Grimm,
and Debie Moore at the home
of Mrs. Brent Atkins, 1666
Calloway Avenue.
The refreshment table was
decorated in red and white.
Valentine heart shaped cakes
and punch were served.
A dinner party was given by
Mr. and Mrs9(enneth Adams
at their home on Oak Drive. A
silver tray was presented the
couple.
Mr. and Mrs. Marilee
Thurman and office workers
of Ryan Milk Company en-
tertained with a dinner party
at the Thurman residence,
1725 Keeriland.
The couple was presented
with a grill and accessories.
Mr. and Mrs. Burie Wakirop
were hostesses for a dinner
party at their home at 102
South Ninth Street.
Mike Finley entertained
with a party at his home at 824
South Ninth Street.
Mrs. Joe T. Outland, Miss
Lisa Outland, and Mrs. Byron
Gallimore were hostesses for
the bridesmaids luncheon held
at the Outland home. •
The bride's chosen color
theme of red and white was
used. A buffet luncheon was
served at the table centered
with red tapers in antique
crystal holders.
Covers were laid for the
bride-elect, her mother, Mrs.
Pat Carraway, the groom-
elect's mother, Mrs. Lilburn
Shemwell, Mrs. Ray Grimm,
Mrs. Dan Galloway, Miss
Tammy Norsworthy, Miss
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753-3251 753-3252 Call 753-9365
at,
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Miss Cynthia Ann Ross
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Ross of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their only daughter, Cynthia
Ann, to Greg D. Wright, son of Mrs. Florianna Wright of Glen-
1 
dale, Calif., and Robert D. Wright of Cleveland, Miss.
The bride-elect is a 1975 graduate of Calloway County High
School.
Mr. Wright attended Murray High School and served four
V years in the United States Army. He is now employed at E.
A Blankenship Auto Parts, Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized at the home of the bride-
























Mrs. Elaine E. Etherton,
Box 342, Murray, Tommy E.
Wilson, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mr. Ray
C. Elam, Jr., Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tn., Mrs. Shirley L. Kingins,
Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Martha
Overbey, 1324 Main, Murray,
Mrs. Dortha Winchester, 813
N. 18th., Murray, William B.
Ahart, Dexter, James W.
Hammack, 1701 Magolia Dr.,
Murray, Miss Elizabeth D.
Tucker, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs.
Yvonne Rush and Baby Boy,
Rt. 1, Box 80-B, Dexter, Mrs.
Lillian A. Dunn, 635 S. 4th.,
Murray, Mrs. Lillian Scales,
B-11 Fox Meadows, Murray,
Mrs. Delia Shelton, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Mary B.
Overbey, Rt. 8, Box 28,
Murray, Mrs. Myrtle A.





Due to conflicting events,
the February 14th meeting of
the Jackson Purchase Kappa
Delta Alumnae Association
will be cancelled and
rescheduled in March.
The sorority's annual spring
formal, the Emerald and
Pearl Ball, will be held
Saturday, February 28, at the
Calvert City Country Club
from 8 to 12 p.m. Brethren will
provide music for the evening.
All area Kappa Delta alumnae
are invited to attend.
enough iron in his body to
make a two-inch nail.



















Son Should Be Told
Who is Real Father
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My ex-husband's parents who live far
away insist upon sending my son Christmas and birthday
gifts, and I wish they wouldn't.
Jimmy is 6 now and old enough to question where these
gifts come from. So far I've been saying, "they're from some
friends of Mommy's," but I don't know how much longer
that will suffice.
I divorced Jimmy's father and married again when
Jimmy was 2. My husband adopted Jimmy, so he's the only
father the boy has ever known, but I would rather not tell
him about his "real" father until he's older and better able
,zo handle it.
I suppCne I'm not being realistic because so many people
know about my first marriage that someone is sure to tell
him. However. I don't want Jimmy to know just yet.
When the time comes, should I tell Jimmy, or should my
husband? I want it to be an O.K. experience, not a
traumatic one. Can you or your readers who have been
through this help me?
A MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: The time to tell Jimmy is right now!
Say, "Before I married your father, I was married to
another man, and HE is your natureJ Daddy. We decided it
would be better for both of us if we ended our marriage, so
we got a divorce. Then I fell in love with your father and he
adopted you, making you his LEGAL son."
Then tell him about the set of grandparents you've been
unfairly hiding all these years. The sooner you tell Jimmy,
the easier it will be. Good luck!
DEAR ABBY: I have a relative who cannot make a
statement without using vulgar or profane language.,
He says he has the right to use any kind of language he
feels like using. [am sick and tired of it. What should I do?
And how do you feel about vulgar language, Abby?
OFFENDED
DEAR OFFENDED: If you have told his person that his
language offends you and he makes no effort to dean up his
act, you have the right to absent yourself from his company.
I don't appreciate vulgar language, either, but the more I
like the person, the less I'm offended by his language.
DEAR ABBY: Several years ago, a guy I went with gave
me a gold charm bracelet. till call him "Pete." /
Pete and I broke up, and I married a good friend of his.
My husband and I see Pete about once a week.
I haven't worn the bracelet for two years, and I probably
won't ever wear it again. It's very pretty, but it doesn't
mean anything to me now.
I was wondering if it would be tacky of me to pawn the
bracelet We could use the money. What would you do"
UNDECIDED
DEAR UN: I'd return the bracelet to Pete.
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have • Lovely Wedding.
send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.. Beverly Hills.
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Since I have been watching
the birds during the cold
weather, I have been in-
terested in the various sorts.
There have been so many
different kinds of sparrows at
the feeding place that I looked
them up in a bird book and
found that there are about
forty different kinds and
several sub-divisions. They
eat a lot of the food I put out,
but I don't mind. They usually
clean up the seed that the
bigger birds scatter and they
are so peppy on a cold day that
I have become rather fond of
them.
My thanks to Mrs. Lois Curd
of Hazel who sent me some
Daiwa seed this week and to
Elvis Witherspoon who also
sent some. I haves long shady
stretch at the back of the
house and I think I will plant a
long row there, as very few
things will grow there. II will
be beautiful in the evening,
and I do appreciate all these
thoughtful people who sent
them.
Let me remind those of you
who want to save your
Poinsettias for another year,
that as the petals drop off your
plant it is time to let them go
partially dormant, don't water
them as much, just keep them
in a warm dry place, or
perhaps I should say in a
COOL dry place until warm
weather. Then you can take
the next step. And I will
remind you when the time
comes
I rarely buy the packaged
bulbs found in stores, but I will
have to say that the finest
Amaryllis I have ever seen
came out of a carton from a
local store. I have never seen
anything grow as tall. The
stem measured forty inches to
the bloom. I finally put the pot
on the floor back of my break-
fast table so I could enjoy the
big red bloom. Otherwise it
was nearer the ceiling than
the table. Now three huge
blossoms are opening and it is
really a joy to behold. I am
also watching my second bowl
of narcissus beginning to open
up. The first one was such a
big success that I decided to
try another one. From the
looks of the plants, I am going
to have another big bouquet of
these lovely scented flowers.
Do you need a specimen tree
in your yard. There are
several that make a bright
spot in the yard but my
favorites are the Ginkgo. the
Chinese Rain Tree and the
flowering Crab. The Ginkgo
with its tan shaped leaves
makes a beautiful shade tree,
grows tall and shapely. The
Rain Tree, or Kroelruteria,
has sprays of yellow flowers in
May and the seed pods are Just
as ornamental.
The Crab trees are simply
covered with blossoms in the
spring and have the added
attraction of bearing edible
fruit. The Hops Crab is my
favorite of these. Any of these
trees would be a wonderful
asset to a yard and the first
two given an especial feeling
of permanence to a place
Wee( one or more of them
and watch them grew into a
thing of beauty
gIRIGITS
Western Kentucky's leading store
of fine women's fashions!
GiP
Get into a
dress again. . .
it's fabulous!
Care-free, super-stylish dresses
are big on the fashion scene for
spring '78. Fabulous new shapes
and textures are bound to make
this the year of the dress.
Be a step ahead of the crowd
this spring and get into real
fashion. Junior, missy and













It's that time again for soft, care-
free shapes in superbly styled spring
pantsuits. Beautiful polyesters and
blends fashion one of the most
exciting looks of the season. The
selection is at it's best with
two and three-piece styles avail-
able in all of the most wanted
colors of the season!





Stacked in your favor. . . a super leather sandal
on heel heights that change your looks as you
change your mood. Beautifully bared with open
toes. SOMATA in camel or white Mahar at MAO
1
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EDITORIAL
Ordaining Women
The Baptists have ordained
another woman to the ministry.
That makes about 15 in the
whole Southern Baptist Con-
vention. This one has a job, but
not a preaching one.
The Episcopalians may end
up with a split church over
whether or not to even ordain
them. The- Lutherans already
are split, so there's little harm
left to de done. The
Presbyterians, both north and
south ordain them, but won't
hire them.
Well, actually, they will hire
them to shuffle papers in the
administrative offices, but the
preachers are few and far
between. One estimate has
been that there are fewer than
200 women preaching in the
north and south churches in
the whole country.
Susan Sprague, who will
graduate in May from
Louisville's Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, is one of
the growing number in her
denomination who have been
ordained to the ministry.
She doesn't have a preaching
job of course, and few Baptist
ordained women do, but she's
hoping. She may even be
considering the American
Baptist Convention (read
Yankee) and is encourging
other Baptist women to do the
same since, she says, "things
are more open" there.
Susan Sprague and others
like her in various
denominations deserve more
than a chance to push a pencil.
Most are vitally concerned
about their churches and quite
often are brighter and more
capable of handling a pastoral
call than men. They bring, as
they have since the beginning of
time, a unique insight to
problems.
No longer, if ever it was true,
is a woman's place, barefoot,
pregnant and in the kitchen.
She is a member of the world





NEW YORK ( AP) — The stock
market specialist persists. Harshly
criticized even within the stock ex-
change community, and a wedge in its
credibility gap, he lives on, and so does
a unique stock exchange problem.
The specialist stands in a powerful
position on the floor of exchanges, a
sort of traffic cop at the intersection of
buy-sell orders, entrusted with
maintaining an orderly flow, perhaps
even buying cir *HUN for htmself
Say the critics: a privileged position
loaded with potential conflict of interest
that is damaging to the public interest.
The New York Stock Exchange
argues he is essential to the proper
functioning of an auction market, which
it is. And that, in effect, is the same
conclusion reached by a study com-
mittee a few days ago.
We.. . . found that the specialist is a
necessary supplement to the auction
market in providing depth and con-
tinuity," said the committee, headed by
William Batten, an exchange director
and former chairman of J. C. Penney
Co.
Retain the specialist, it said, but be
more observant of him, measure his
performance, discipline him, make him
work for his money. And most im-
portant, raise "quality of market"
considerations to the very highest
board level.
The role of the specialist, it appears,
cannot be removed from the exchange
machinery. He is an essential gear, it is
said, although one that grinds and
throws off sparks. But remove him and
the machinery stops.
And so, while credibility and integrity
and reliability are essential to the
widespread restoration of confidence in
securities markets, the specialist
seems destined to stay.
The specialist is a market maker.
Sixty-seven specialist firms are
responsible for keeping an orderly flow
of transactions and prices brought to
the floor by brokers, even if it means
temporary damage to their profits.
That is, if an imbalance exists bet-
ween buy and sell orders at a certain
price, the specialist might have to risk
his own capital, even buying against the
flow of prices, in order to keep business
moving smoothly.
Nevertheless, usually he is in a
position to make money. Usually, say
critics, he is also in a position that is
enticingly loaded with potential con-
flict. Often, say the critics, the potential
is realized.
What the public finds difficult to
accept is that any man, any specialist
firm, would intentionally risk his own
capital for the greater good. And yet,
that is the assigned task of the
specialist.
Could he be replaced? Some say he
could be — with an electronic computer
program, the so-called "black box," a
mysterious concoction of the mind that
the Batten committee claims is yet to
be translated into hardware.
"There is no evidence it can be
done," said Batten in an interview.
"I'm not for throwing out a workable
system until I know a better way to do
the job."
Letter To The Editor
Garrott's Galley
Our Natural Gas Picture'
Is One of Tightening Up
By M. C. Garrott
Back in 1973 when the City Council
was looking for a new superintendent
for the Murray Natural Gas System,
Paul Mansfield, a member of the
council at the time, reported at a
meeting:
"Gentlemen, we have searched high
and low for a qualified individual to
become superintendent of our gas
system. So far, we have been unable to
find one. At this time, I would like to
recommend that Tommy Marshall be
employed in that capacity."
"I don't think Paul meant for it to
come out quite like it sounded,"
Tommy said the other day as he
laughed about the incident.
++++
Leaning back against the wall
beneath several big, clicking, clock-like
instruments, Tommy talked about his
first two years as the head natural gas
honcho in Murray. "It has been in-
teresting," he said. "No two days are
alike, and each one brings a new
challenge or problem."
Tommy, who used to help handle the
student financial aid programs at
Murray State from which he graduated,
supervises a crew of 15 full-time em-
ployees.
The system has 3,000 customers,
including 2,500 residential users. The
rest are commercial or industrial
customers. The gas they use comes
from the Texas Gas Transmission
Corporation's main lines, to which the
Murray system hooks on two miles this
side of Mayfield. En route to Murray,
the system services 300 Graves County
customers along the way.
A lot of people have the impression.
Tommy pointed out, that the gas
system is operated with their tax
dollars and squawk about it. This is not
the case. The system is city-owned and
operated solely with revenue received
from the customers it serves. I, for one,
think we get our money's worth,
especially when I recall my days of
splitting kindling and firewood and
bringing in coal.
+ + -4 +++++
All the gas the city gets is alloted to it
by Texas Gas, and "it is getting less all
the time," Tommy says. There are
three kinds of allotments: One based on
a seven-month sununer period; one on
a five-month winter period; and a daily
one.
The summer allotment runs from
April through October; the winter from
Nov. 1 through March. In addition, the
system is allowed "to pull" only a given
amount of gas during any day of the
year. This figure is 6,600 mcf. One
More Info On M.D.'s
I am writing in reference to the
picture captioned, "Four Generations
of Medicine," and the accompanying
story published in your paper February
4,1976.
As the daughtir of Dr. J. R. James
Rufus) Phillips, I wish to give the
following information regarding him,
which you did not have available: he
was graduated from the Unisersity of
Louisville Medical Department in 1892
at the age of 34. Prior to studying
medicine, he had been a school teacher.
It has always been my understanding
that his period of apprenticeship under
Dr. John Robert Coleman followed his
graduation. I do not recall the period of
time it covered.
At the time of my father's death in
early 1940, at age 82, he was the oldest
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CLERKS' CORNER
A column of information supplied by Frances Shea, Calloway
County Circuit Court Clerk; Jo Crass, Murray City Clerk; and Mar-vin Harris, Calloway County Court Clerk.
of-
This week a number of businesses in
the city and county have been con-
tracted by the City clerk's office
regarding a license to engage in
business in the City of Murray under
!he conditions of Ordinance No. 513,
enacted by the Common Council on
April 9, 1970.
In order that each person engaged in
business understands the intent of the
ordinance, it is being printed on page 11
of today's newspaper. Any Questions
regarding the ordinance, or the cost of a
license, should be directed to the clerk's
office at 753-12'21.
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger 8 T1 mes is
published every afternoon •xcept Sun
days, July 4. Christmas Doy. New Years
Doy and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers, Inc 103 N ash Ss Morroy.
Ky. , 42071
Second Clots Postage Paid at Murray,
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
by carriers, $2 25 per month payable in
advance ay mail in Calloway County
and to Benton. Nordin, Mayfield. Sedalia
and Farmington. Ky. . „end Pont,
'whimsy, ossd Purysor, Tess., $15.00
per year ay mbil to other destinations
$30 00 per year
Member of Associated Press, Ken
lucky Press Association and Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association
licensed physician in Kentucky and was
still doing some practice. His medical
practice had extended over a period of
48 years. He was a member of the
American Medical Association sing the
Kentucky State Association. I do riot
recall whether he was a member of the
local County Association, though he
perhaps was in his younger years.
Although I have no relevant in-
formation about Dr. A. J. Weldon the
oldest of the four doctors) you may find
it interesting in this bicentennial time
of looking backward, that I have some
personal letters he wrote to my gran-
dfather, Andrew C. Phillips, dated from
1854 to 1857. At that time, Dr. Weldon
lived in Henry County, Tennessee,
probably in the part that later became
Stewart County. He was urgIlig my
grandfather ( a schoolteacher ) to come
back there and live. One letter states
that he was living at David McSwain's
and studying medicine.
David McSwain apparently was adoctor as I do know there were doctorsby that name at Paris, Tennessee, at alater time. Although this correspon-
dence has been preserved by my familyfor nearly 125 years, I have taken timeonly in recent years to read it. It ismore interesting and meaningful to menow since reading your story of "TheFour Doctors."
(Mrs.) Evelyn Phillips Bre)sford
lir Legion Drive
Princeton, gy. 42445
Isn't It The Truth
We may reasonably assume that
when both major parties pat tip can-
didates for the presidency the nomineeswill have had some experience as
weekend gardeners. Otherwise, how
will they know that any skimping on the
manure will never get flowers'
"mcf" is 1,000 cubic feet of gas, so the
daily limit for the system is 6,600,000
cubic feet. - -
If the daily consumption exceeds this
figure, the Texas Gas people smack a
$10 per mcf penalty on the system. It's
Important to stay within the allotment!
That's where the big instruments in
Tommy's office come in. These are
telemeters. With them, he and his
people can tell how much gas is being
used as the clicking needles record the
system's useage every two seconds.
+++
By starting at 8 a.m. on a given aay
and watching the monitors for the first
five hours or so, the gas folks can tell,
by taking an hourly average, how the
day's consumption is stacking up
against the day's allotment. If it looks
like it's going to be exceeded, calls go
out to the industrial customers to
switch to their standby sources for heat
or energy.
"We have only had to do this one time
in the past two years," Tommy said.
"We have had some good breaks on the
weather generally, but that time the
temperature had dropped to 5 degrees
above zero." Another factor is the fact
that no new customers have been added
to the system since January, 1973.
"Chances are this switch-over would
have been necessary several times this
year," he said, "had the Tappan
Company not been on strike, because in
January we used more gas than during
any one month in the past three years."
++++
The system faces an additional
curtailment, Tommy went on to em-
phasize, pointing out that beginning
April 1 there will be approximately 50
per cent less gas available for the in-
dustrial users than they' had during the
current five-month winter season.
"The same amount is expected to be
on hand for the residential and com-
mercial customers," he said. It's the
industrial users that first feel any gas
supply curtailment, but they are on an
industrial rate basis and understand
this.
"This is nobody's fault," Tommy
went on, "We buy from Texas Gas and
they tell us how much we can have. It is
up to us to determine how far we can
make it go. It's just that simple."
++++
A number of procedures have been
instigated to help save Murray's
precious gas. One example is the
strides Tommy and his people have
made in reducing the amount of "lost or
unaccounted for" gas escaping from
the system through leaks, faulty meters
and the like.
In 1972, this loss amounted to 80,000
info. In dollars, this was a $50,000 loss.
At the end of 1975, this loss was only
6,000 mei, or less than $5,000, for the
year.
++++
Tommy and his people are bracing
themselves for some static from the
users right now as a new rate increase,
the first in three years, goes into effect
with the February billing. This, he said,
will cost the average home owner about
$12 to $15 per year, or about $1.25 per
month.
+++
"When I was being interviewed by
the Council," Tommy laughingly
recalls, "Buel Stalls asked me what
made me think I was qualified to cope
with the problems that one could expect
in the gas superintendent's position. I
simply told him that I had worked for
six years at Murray State. He said that
should do it. I guess we both were about
right."
Humanely Speaking
Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County
DOG OBEDIENCE COURSE
AVAILABLE IN MURRAY
The Life and Learning Adult
Education program of Murray State
University is sponsoring a course on
dog obedience, to begin February 23rd.
The course will be taught by members
of the Paris Tennessee Obedience Club,
an organization which, according to its
constitution, seeks the "betterment of
life" for dogs and engages in numerous
communi. y service activities to that
end.
Dogs learn quickly, more quickly
than any other animal man has
domesticated; and all dogs can and will
respond to training, although some
breeds are more receptive than others.
Dogs like to learn because they enjoy
the attention and praise they receive
from their masters. And they are eager
to obey because dogs, like children,
thrive in the security of a well-ordered
world and perform well only if they
know what is expected of them.
Unfortunately, dog owners often
neglect important training because
they don't think they have the time or
simply because they don't know how to
begin.
Any serious attempts at training, no
matter how intermittent or haphazard,
will result in some measure of success.
Books are available at the Calloway
County Public Library which will ex-
plain basic techniques. However, it is
easier, far more valuable, and vastly
entertaining to engage in a regulated
and well-constructed course of in-
struction. Dog obedience lessons extend
group and personal attention from
trained teachers. They enable you to
compare your dog's progress with
others. And they guarantee results!
The course consists of ten weekly
hour-long sessions. The first week, your
dog may strain and pull at his leash or
wrap it around your legs; he may bark
uncontrollably, attempt to chase other
dogs, or shake with fear. But by the
tenth lesson, if you have followed all
instructions carefully, he will heel
politely at your side, with or without a
leash; he will sit and lie down on
command; and he will stay where you
tell him to and come when you call. We
.promise!
The instructors do not train your dog
for you. They teach you how to teach
him. During class, the instructor will
explain the method for one phase of
training and then criticize or approve
as you put your dog through his paces.
It is expected that you will work with
your dog at least twice, and preferably
daily, for fifteen minutes or more per
week,
The Humane Society strongly en-
dorses Murray State University's dog
obedience course. To quote from the
manual presented by the Paris Ten-
nessee Obedience Club ". . . when you
teach your dog good manners, through
obedience training, you increase his
pleasure in living, for you give him
greater opportunity to be with you and
serve you. You give him a feeling of
confidence in himself and in his master,
and you are making him a better
member of the community in which he
lives. Every minute you spend training
your dog is going to be repaid to you in
hours of enjoyment with a well behaved
companion who knows and understands
what is expected of him and who is
happy to give back to you his un-
swerving loyalty and trust."
The cost is $10.00 for ten weekly
sessions. Application forms are printed
periodically in the Ledger & Times or
are available from the Continuing
Education office, Administration
Building, Murray State University.
DOG CENSUS
There are eight dogs at the Murray-
Calloway County Dog Pound this week.
PUPPIES: one black and white
mixed-breed, female, one blind eye;
two black labrador, one male, one
female.
FULL-GROWN DOGS: one female
set ter-collie ; one black and white mixed
breed female; one male hound; one
male shepherd-labrador; one female
shepherd.
DIRECTIONS TO THE POUND
The Murray-Calloway County Dog
Pound is located off Highway 641 North.
Take a right turn at Penny Road. The
pound is the first building on the right,
just before the Fisher Price factory
parking lot. It is a small cement
structure set back from the road, with a
public entrance at the back.
If you want to take a dog from the
pound, contact the city dog warden or
the county dog warden.
Individuals having comments or
questions concerning articles ap-
pearing in this series are encouraged to
write the Humane Society of Calloway
County at P.O. Box 2934, University
Stai ion, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
Li/KING BACK
10 Years Ago
Calloway County High School has
been notified that Miss Connie Hopkins„
senior, has beer selected as one of the
ten outstanding contestants in the Betty
Crocker Search for Tomorrow
Homemakers of Tomorrow from
Kentucky.
The average for the season for the
sales of dark fired tobacco is reported
as $41.55 on the Murray Tobacco
market.
Mrs. Freddie Beatrice Pierce, age 67,
formerly of Dexter, died at Melvindale,
Mich.
Miss Charlotte Tidwell and Johnny
Parker were married January 28 at the
Goshen Methodist church.
In basketball Calloway County High
Lakers beat Sedalia and Ballard
Memorial beat Murray High Tigers 71
to 62.
20 Years Ago
Fire gutted the buildings of the Ellis
Popcorn Company and the Gee Gee
Popcorn Company at North 12th and
Chestnut Streets early yesterday
morning.
Mayor George Hart is pictured as he
signs a proclamation for National
Beauty Salon Week. Mrs. Lowell King
of the local Hairdressers looks on as
Mayor Hart signs the proclamation.
John Duncan, age 78, died February
10 at the home of his daughter, Mrs.
011ie Schroader.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. David L. Thompson on
January 26 and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
.k)tin C. Steele on January 21.
In basketball games New Concord
beat Almo, Lone Oak beat Murray,
Kirksey beat Hazel, and Brewers beat
Lynn Grove.
Bible Thought
Behold, what manner of love the
Father hath bestowed upon us, that
we should be called sons of God....
I John 3:1.
Wouldn't it be great if everyone
knew we were Christians by our
love? We have known no greater




Encourage Oldsters by Expecting
Mat of us will agree that we
have more nimble with our
memory it we are asked about it.
Older perm are particularly
inclined to admit memory LT -
patrment, especially when they
are depressant
According to Itudies done by
psychologist Robert Kahn, Ph.D..
and aelociatin at the University
of Chicago, the elderly may that
their melnories fail because they
are conforming to the role ex-
pected of senior citizens in our
modern society -- and not
necesserily became they hove
organic brain defects. The
minks showed Met accept Moen
the older persons were
depressed car when they had
demonstrable diseases of the
nervous system they perfornwd
well in memory teats
Even though memory Newnan
By F J UBlagingame. MD.
is imperfect at all ages, we have
grown accustomed to emphasiz-
ing memory impairment an the
older rather than the younger
person.
Such stereotyped thiniung. ac-
cording to these investigatorx
may result in misjudging the
true state of memory capacity in
many aged. They could and
would respond differently in
many cases if expected to do so
If failure of memory is real,
organic disease of the nervous
system or depnnsion should be
considered as possible cause& A
depression may he overlooked in
MI elderly permit and may be
resporeible for an exaggerated.
false memory defect
The researchers enemas the
opinion that many alder persons.
such as than in nursing homes
have developed symptoms of
senility and forgetfulness in part
became such a response was ex-
pected of them. Encouragement
and support could be more
positive responses and participa-
tion tri activities with others
Q Mr HI- is concenwd about
the publicity regarding the po-
Wain danger at eating eats and
warts to kriow how he can be
sure whether he can include
them safely in his diet
A Opinions vary among
authorities about the danger of
consuming animal fats an a
regular been Egg yolk; are a
(Merton source sif such satur-
ated fats Many physician; feel
that vegetable fats are safer
than animal fite However, it is
generally reccigniard that cer-
tain persons handle fats much
better than others I suggest that
BIASING AME
you discuss ttus matter with your
physician He may want to ques-
tion you about your family helot
ry and to test the level of your I
blood fat. He can then advise you j
about your tolerance of fat aid
your diet. including your con-
of eggs
Q. Mr. N.N ants if the liver can
recover from alcoholic cirrhosis)
if dnnking as stopped.
A. The liver has peat healing
power, but much depends an
how severely the liver is
damaged. Repair will often stall)
in a few. weeks. -if alcohol coli-v,„ --
gumption is stopped Don't try to '
fool around and drink a little --
alcoholic cirrhosis is a very
serious disease Remain under
the care of your physician aid
follow his advice
s.
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From The Eye
Of A Woman
March 1, will find the Murray State
woman's basketball squad playing Western
Kentucky in the first round of the Kentucky
State Intercollegiate Basketball Tour-
nament.
What's that old cliche? Three times is a
charm? .. • --
Well, Coach Dew Drop Rowlett is due for
that charm and especially for Western.
The Lady Racers took a 59-51 loss from
the Hilltoppers last Tuesday night in
Bowling Green. But before you feel sorry for
them
Earlier in the season, the Hilltoppers
thumped the Lady Racers here by a good 20
points. Now an eight point difference on the
home court of one of the best teams in the
region isn't that too dog-goned bad.
The Ladies had the field goal edge on the
Hilltoppers 22-21 but the 'Toppers took the
game on free throws, having 17 points
compared to Murray's seven.
And the fact that starter Sindy 1Viacovik
fouled out along with Debbie Hayes
didn't help much either.
Center Cindy Leirnbach hasn't come out of
her cold spell either. Cindy didn't score any
points against the ̀Toppers.
So, I'm going to go for Murray to win their
By Patsy
Beauchamp
first round game against Western. I hope
I'm right. So does a lot of people.
I got a big thrill over the weekend. Dr.
Nan Ward was visiting in Murray and
dropped in and told a few good stories.
For those of you who don't know Dr. Ward,
she is a former member of the women's
physical education department at Murray
State and was the chief organizer and coach
of the first women's volleyball team at MSU.
In her two years of coaching the volleyball
team, she coached them to two consecutive
third place finishes in the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Championships.
Dr. Ward is now teaching and coaching
junior high basketball at her home, Salt
Lick, Kentucky.
Carol Schaeffer placed sixth in a field of 12
at the Mason-Dixon Games which were held
in Louisville over the weekend. Carol and
sister Kathy participated in the Alumni Mile
run.
University of Kentucky's Lisa Moore won
the event. Lisa transferred to UK from
Murray State this year.
The women's track team will be com-
peting in the Memphis Cassie on Feb. 21.
Cowens Battles Fans
In Loss To Rockets
By The Associated Press
The Boston Celtics played in
. Houston and their center Dave
Cowens really made a hit with
the fans. In fact, he made
several.
Cowens not only took on the
Rockets but. their backers as
well when a fan climbed out of
his seat and exchanged
punches with the player
Wednesday night.
Cowen's teammate Charlie
Scott also got into the action
and before it was over, the
ruffian was double-teamed
and thrown out of the arena.
After that, the Celtics simply
weren't themselves and
dropped a 115-103 National
Basketball Association
decision to the Rockets.
"I'm not going to stand
there and watch him beat up a
teammate," Scott said, ex-
plaining why he jumped into
the fray. "The officials didn't
get there quick enough ... they
weren't going to do anything.
The fans apparently didn't
appreciate Scott's noble
gesture, razzing the Celts the
rest of the way.
"I don't understand it,"
Scott said. "After that we
were the ruffians, the bad
guys, and they were the good
guys."
The rest of the NBA was
relatively tame as the
Philadelphia 76ers whipped
the Portland Trail Blazers 118-
106; the Milwaukee Bucks
stopped the New York Nets
109-95; the Seattle
SuperSonics trimmed the New
Orleans Jazz 93-90 and the







Calvin Murphy led a fourth-
quarter Houston surge that
helped the Rockets beat
Boston. The Rockets led 101-97
with 1:58 left when the fan
rushed out of the stands and
pushed Cowens. Cowens
traded punches with the fan,
but remained in the game.
Murphy scored 31 points and
Rudy Tomjanovich added 25
as the Rockets erased a three-
point lead in the fourth
quarter to win going away.
'Niers 118, Trail Blazers 186
George McGinnis scored 23
points to help Philadelphia
overcome a 35-point per-
formance by Portland's
Sidney Wicks and beat the
Trail Blazers. The Trail
Blazers, playing without in-
jured center Bill Walton,
trailed the entire game.
Bucks 199, Knicks 95
Brian Winters and Junior
Bridgeman combined for 53
points in leading Milwaukee
over New York. Bridgeman
helped the Bucks reel off 12
straight points at the end to
put the game away.
SuperSonics 93, Jazz 90
Tom Burleson converted six
of 10 free throw attempts in
the closing minutes to help
Seattle withstand a furious
Big Homecoming
DETROIT (AP) — Olympic
medalist Sheila Young will be
given a superstar's
homecoming when she returns
to Detroit, city officials said
Wednesday.
She will return to Detroit
sometime during the second
week of March after com-
peting in European speed
skating events.
A caravan will greet her at
Detroit Metropolitan Airport
and take her to the Civic
Center, where Detroit Mayor
Coleman Young will make a
special presentation and a
luncheon at Cobo Hall will be
held in Miss Young's honor.
Miss Young, 25, of Detroit,
won gold, silver and bronze
medals last week at the
Winter Olympics in Inn-
sbruck, Austria.
New Orleans rally.
Suns 123, Pistons St
Alvan Adams' 22 points and
Curtis Perry's 20 led Phoenix
out of the Pacific Division
cellar as the Suns crushed
Detroit.
Mueller Wins Gold For USA
By WICK TEMPLE
AP Sports Editor
INNSBRUCK (AP) — Peter
Mueller, the 21-year-old
speedskating whiz from
Mequon, Wis., gave the United
States its second gold medal of
the 12t1/ Winter Olympic
Games today, flashing to
victory in the 1,000 meters in
course record time.
And, for the second time in
these Games, a doping charge
surfaced as the
Czechoslovakian hockey team
saw its victory over Poland
erased. Czech team captain
Frantisek Pospisol failed a
urine test after taking
codeine, a forbidden drug, to
combat the flu epidemic which
has swept through the
Olympic Village. Pospisol was
allowed to continue in the
competition but the Czech
team physician was barred
from the rest of these Games.
"The flu epidemic cannot be
used an excuse for breaking
the rules," said Prince
Alexandre de Merode,




lost her bronze in cross
country skiing after taking
Ephedrine to combats cold.
Mueller was delighted with
his victory in the 1,000.
"Right now, while it's over,
I'm pretty happy," said
Mueller. "When I was skating,
I thought it was too slow, but!
gave it everything I had in the
last 200 meters. I didn't think I
would win but when I saw that
the track was so slow I had
new hope."
Mueller barreled around the
icy speedway in 1 minute 19.32
seconds to beat out Jorn
Didriksen of Norway and
Valery Muratov of the Soviet
Union. It was the ninth medal
for the United States here,
surpassing the American total
four years ago at Sapporo, and
lifted the United States within
three medals of its all-time
high of 12 collected at Lake
Placid, N.Y., in 1932.
-And there are more to come.
U.S. figure-skating queen
Dorothy Hamill of Riverside,
Conn., appears to have a lock
on the gold in her specialty, to
be decided Friday. The
American hockey team hoped
to close within one game of a
bronze with a victory over
Poland later today.
The strong U.S. speed-
skating contingent goes after
more glory Friday in the 1,500-
meter event. Skier Cindy
Nelson, a bronze medalist in
the downhill, has a slot for a
medal in the giant slalom
Friday and Bill Koch, a
surprise silver medalist in the
30-kilometer cross-country ski
Thursday, is entered in the 50-
kilometer event Saturday.
Today's only other final was
the women's 20-kilometer
(12.4-mile t cross-country ski
relay. The Soviet Union won it
with Finland second and East
Germany third. The United
States came in eighth among
the nine teams, nosing out
Canada by one-hundredth of a
second.
The Russians continue to
lead the medal standings with
11 golds and 24 total medals
out of 27 events. East Ger-
many, with six golds and 14
total, is second and Mueller's
Judge Blocks Sale Of
San Francisco Gaints
SAN FRANCLSCO (AP) —
The sale of the San Francisco
Giants to Toronto, Canada,
has been blocked by Superior
Court Judge John E. Benson,
who heard Mayor George
Moscone save the day for
'Frisco.
The judge's order Wed-
nesday for a preliminary
injunction against sale of the
club to Canadian interests
provoked lively applause in
the courtroom.
It all came down when the
mayor marched triumphantly
into court and said an $8






lives!" said the mayor,
laughing out loud when asked
how he felt about saving the
Giants for San Francisco.
Thomson saved the Giants for
World Series competition in
1951 with a timely homer.
Said the mayor, with a
pardonable touch of pride:
"They have authorized me to
tell the court they will pay $8
million cash for the rights to
TENNIS
TORONTO — Second-
seeded The Nastase defeated
Jaimie FWol 6-4, 6-4, to ad-
vance to the quarter-finals of
the $64,000 World Cham-
pionship of Tennis series.
LAGOS, Nigeria — Arthur
Ashe moved into the quarter-
finals of the $17,000 Lagos
Classic by beating Stan Smith
6-4.7-5.
the Giants' franchise with
$500,000 down right now as a
sign of good faith."
"Do you have the money?"
asked Giants' lawyer Richard
Murray.
Moscone answered up,
"They told me they did." All
the while, Lurie and Short
stood smiling as the words
were made part of the record.
City Atty. Thomas O'Connor
called both men to the witness
stand and heard them say they
were prepared to put the half-
million down "right today and
pay the $7.5 million balance in
cash upon signing a purchase
contract.
Murray asked Short if the $8
million offer might suddenly
find tough sledding should
Labatt's Brewery of Toronto
withdraw its offer for the
Giants, and Short responded
that nothing would change,
even "if Labatt's wasn't in the
picture.
After the session, Short said
he did not know just how long
the offer would remain open,
but he didn't think it would be
logical to extend it much
beyond March 1. Short is
former owner of the Texas
Rangers baseball team and
the Minneapolis Lakers
basketball team. The Lurie
wealth comes from
longstanding real estate and
other investments in San
Francisco,
The Labatt's bid was $8
million for the Giants' fran-
chise and 85.25 million to

















expected to develop from
breaking of the Candlestick
Park lease that extends
through the 1994 season.
victory boosted the United
States back into third place
with two golds, three silvers
and four bronze. Speed
skaters have accounted for six
of the nine U.S. medals, in-
cluding the only other gold —
Sheila Young's victory in the
500 meters.
Mueller had his own
cheering section at today's
race, including his fiancee,
Leah Poulos, who won a silver
of her own at 1,000 meters, and
his parents, Paul and Rita
Mueller.
"I knew he could do it if he
skated here as he could," said
Miss Poulos. "I knew he was.
ready for the 1,000. From 200
to 600 meters he looked real
good. I spent from the 800 to
the 1,000 meters biting my
nails because he slowed up a
bit."
"I'm so glad it's over,"
added his mother, Rita.
"That's all he's ever wanted
— the Olympics."
Mueller, a former physical





"I was disappointed after
the 500 but Coach ( Peter)
Schotting talked to me last
night and told me not to worry,
just to give it my best."
Schotting said Mueller may
have been helped because the
ice was resurfaced after he
raced and officials left too
much water on the track,
slowing it down. But both
Didriksen and Muratov raced
before the water was applied.
Didriksen was clocked in
1:20.45 and Muratov 1:20.57.
Dan Immerfall, 20, of
Madison, Wis., who took a
bronze in the 500, finished 12th
today in 1:21.74 . and Dan
Carroll, 31, ---11,-St. Louis
finished 28th in 1:27.37.




Kulakova combined for a gold
with a time of 1 hour seven
minutes 49.67 seconds.
Finland clocked 1:08:36.57 and
East Germany was timed in
1:09:57.95,
The US. team of Marta
Rockwell, 31, of West
Lebanon, N.H., Jana }Day, a ty ,
34, of Chicago, Terry Porter,
22, of Concord, Maas., and
Twila Hinkle, 21, of Frisco,
Colo., finished in 1:17:58.17.
Jor _A Ay...
A s we pause together, to observe this birth date of oneof America's truly great
men . . Abraham Lin-
coln . . let us remember
what this man stood for ... hoped
for . . for all Americans. In his cam-
paign speech in eighteen fifty-eight, he
said, "The Declaration of Independence
was formed by the Representatives of
American Liberty from thirteen
states. . .. Now, my countrymen, if you
have been taught doctrines which con-
flict with the great landmarks of The De-
claration of Independence, if you have
listened to suggestions which would take
from its grandeur, and mutilate the
symmetry of its proportions. . . . let me
entreat you to come back .... Do not
destroy that immortal emblem of hu-
manity, The Declaration of Independ-
ence." If all of us today would only heed
this great man's plea of more than a hun-
dred years ago.. We could build to-
gether, a true and lasting meaning
in ... The United States of America.
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Maryland Beaten In
Own Gym By Tar Heel
By KEN ItAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
After North Carolina beat
Maryland at Chapel Hill on
Jan. 25, Lefty Driesell knew
things would be different when
he got the Tar Heels back at
his place in College Park.
Things WERE different.
The second game didn't go
into overtime,
The third-ranked Tar Heels,
who beat No. 4 Maryland with
some strain the last time they
met, left no doubt as to their
superiority by belittling the
Terps 81-69 in their own town
Wednesday night.
"There is no doubt that
Carolina is the best team in
the Atlantic Coast Conference
now," said Driesell. "I don't
think they beat us in Chapel
Hill, but they beat the devil out
of us tonight."
And they did it with a one-
eye ballplayer — Mitch
Kupchak, who played in
Carolina's 95-93 overtime
thriller last month. Kupchak
injured his eye in a game
against Georgia Tech last Dame crushed Villanova 84-
week and has suffered from"67; 12th-ranked North
double vision since, but still
managed to score a game-high
21 points.
"I had a little difficulty
seeing on my left side," said
the 6-foot-10 center who is the
apple of the pro scout's eyes.
"I also had a problem seeing
across the court, but it was no
big thing. It might have been
bad had I got poked in the eye
again,"
North Carolina Coach Dean
Smith, informed that Driesell
had just about raised the flag
of surrender in the ACC race,
was hesitant to pick up the
spoils just yet.
"We're extremely pleased
to be where we are right now,"
he said, referring to the Tar
Heels' league-leading 8-1
mark and 19-2 record overall.
"But I hope Lefty didn't put
the whammy on us. We have
to go to Tulane now and
there's still the ACC tour-
nament."
Elsewhere, No. 10 Notre
Carolina State outscored
North Carolina-Charlotte 67-
64; No. 14 Missouri nipped
Oklahoma State 72-71; 15th-
ranked Western Michigan
lashed Eastern Michigan 85-73
and No. 18 Virginia Tech
trimmed William and Mary
50-48.
Notre Dame's Bill Paterno
scored 14 points and anchored
a crisp defense that ied the
Irish over Villanova. Kenny
Carr's 22 points powered
North Carolina State's victory
over North Carolina-
Charlotte. Willie Smith hit a
layup with 11 seconds
remaining as Missouri beat
Oklahoma State and took sole
possession of the Big Eight
lead.
Jimmie Harvey scored 21
points to pace unbeaten
Western Michigan past
Eastern Michigan. Ernest
Wansley's layup with 2:36 left
put Virginia Tech ahead for
good and the Gobblers went on
to beat William and Mary.
NO REBOUND—While Denise Bumphis moves into the lane to
prepare to grab a rebound, Cindy Jetton (10) of the Tigers
fires up crimp shot for a pair of points.
Tiger Girls Struggle
PORTS  Past Marshall County
Two Unknowns Surprise




t AP) — Ramo Stott and Terry
Ryan, who figured only to be
cloaked in relative obscurity
this week while preparing for
the 18th annual Daytona 500,
surprisingly have the
limelight as Speed Weeks 1976
reaches its hectic climax the
final four days of this week.
Stott, a Keokuk, Iowa corn
and bean farmer, and Ryan, a
truck driver from nearby
Davenport, each led a field of
34 cars to the start of twin 125-
mile qualifying races today,





machinery to the start of
Sunday's $350,000 race.
"I've probably had more
publicity out of this than
anything else that's ever
happened to me," said Stott,
who won the U.S. Auto Club
stock car championship last
year. "'The newspapers have
really played it up here and
my wife Judy, who keeps a
scrap book of my career, is
running all around the place
buying up papers for the press
cliPPings-"
While much of Stott's racing
has been on short tracks in the
Midwest, he has an im-
pressive history of finishes in
major NASCAR Grand
National races, including
having never finished out of
the top 10 in any year he has
competed in the Daytona 500.
Stott, a two-time
Automobile Racing Club of
America titlist who has been
racing at Daytona since 1963,
found himself the pole winner
at 183.456 miles per hour after
the three faster qualifiers —
A.J. Foyt, Darrell Waltrip and
Dave Marcis — last Sunday
had their times disallowed for
using "non-approved"
equipment.
Stott said he has spent time
this week coaching Ryan in
the fine art of drifting at 200
m.p.h.
The Murray High Tiger girls
found the going a little bit
tougher as they played
Marshall County for the
second time in three days
Wednesday evening.
After posting an easy 51-26
victory on the Marshals' home
court Monday, the Tigers had
to struggle to take a 42-34 win
in the Murray gymnasium.
In the first quarter, it looked
as if the Tigers were well on
their way to another lopsided
win over Marshall County.
Murray, taking advantage of
its height and strong defense,
zipped out to a 10-0 lead at the
end of the period.
Marshall County came to
life in the second period and
outscored the Tigers 13-10 to
trail Murray 2043 at in-
termission. In the third
period, the Tigers and Mar-
shals played on even terms.




League official Tommy Bell
says he doesn't anticipate
television "instant replay"
equipment being used in
games that count.
Speaking at a banquet here
this week, he said, "In the first
place, you would need about 40
cameras," Bell explained.
"Second, you'd be having five-
hour football games. Third,
you'd be removing the human
element and that would hurt
the game.
"Officials are right about 95
per cent of the time," he
added. "That isn't bad."
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much as 10 points in the final
period and Marshall County
could never get within striking
distance.
Junior center Denise
Bumphis paced the scoring
attack for the Tigers with 11
points while junior forward
Mary Ann Littleton added 10.
Junior forward Tammy Boone
was held to just nine points.
For the Marshals, Sharon
Smith and Debbie McDonald
each had nine points.
With the loss, the Marshals
fall to 4-11 on the season while
the Tiger girls now stand at 12-
2.
Although held to nine points,
Boone had her usual out-
standing game on the boards
as she grabbed off 11 rebounds
while Bumphis pulled down
nine. Murray outrebounded
Marshall County 33-29.




By The Associated Press
Twenty-five points, 15
rebounds and six assists.
Julius yxving of the New
York Nets accomplished all of
this in 39 minutes — and he
wasn't even trying to be an
offensive threat.
"I tried to get more involved
in the defense," said Erving
after leading the Nets to a 120-
110 American Basketball
Association victory over the
Spirits of St. Louis Wednesday
night.
Erving also blocked five
shots and made a steal, just to
keep his hand in the action at
both ends of the court.
"The Spirits slowed down
the pace," Erving said, "and
they put the crowd to sleep.
But they weren't going to do
the same thing to me. I didn't
want to be flat, so I played a
lot of roving defense — you
know, tried to block shots and
anticipate passes."
The Spirits not only had
trouble chasing Erving
around the court, but got dizzy
watching Kim Hughes'
heroics. He scored 21 points
and had 19 rebounds in one of
his brightest moments as a
Net.
In the only other ABA game
Wednesday night, the Denver
Nuggets whipped the San
Antonio Spurs 137-133.
John Williamson led a 16-8
burst in the closing minutes
that secured the Nets' victory.
The Nets led by 18 points early
in the third period but St.
Louis, paced by Moses
Malone, chopped the margin
to 92-88 on Freddie Lewis'
basket with 7:16 left in the
final period. Williamson
scored eight of New York's
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
WS ANGELES — Terry
Donohue, 31-year-old
former defensive tackle and a
member of Dick Vermeil's
UCLA coaching staff, was
named head coach of the
lTCI.A Bruins.
YOU CAN'T DO THAT—Tesuary ism etsho Tigers drives to
the basket bat finis s olistedo ai de is tripped up by a
Marshall County player. reboun-
ds es tbe Tigers def sated Hoe fillarands 42-34 Wadaesday.
(SIGH Nettie by Mike ermedes)
Paris, Tenn
414 N. Mariet St. Galarae Sr TerY S71240 Mpi






There is nothing that completes
the coziness of a living room
like a wing chair. Pennsylvania
House, famous for the most
beautiful, most varied collec-
tion of wing chairs available,
now offers all of them on sale.
And look at these lovely design
features—Queen Anne legs,
solid cherry base, and fabrics
that are a decorator's dream.
Take advantage of this tremen-
dous sale selection—at a full
20% off. Come in today!
next 16 points and Erving
added four for a safe 108-96
lead.
Nuggets 117, Spurs 113
Dan Wel scored a points
and David Thompson had 25 to
lead Denver over San Antonio.
The Nuggets, who won for the
ninth time in their last 10
games, scored 38 points in the
fourth quarter to overcome a
102-99 Spur advantage. James
Silas led the Spurs with 38












not shown) a full-size auto-
matic record changer PLUS
o 6-inch and 3-inch speaker
in each air suspension speaker
enclosure for great sound.
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• 100% Solid State Chassis
• In-line Picture Tube
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Everyone is still talking about the play that cost Murray
State a win over Indiana State Monday night.
Tuesday night, I covered the Calloway County game up
at Lone Oak and ran into Paducah Sun-Democrat sports
editor Pat Moynahan.
Pat had seen a similar play in 1966 at Lone Oak when a
Tilghman player tipped in a basket at the buzzer.
"As I recall, Bob Swisher had a film of it and they talked
about it for two days on television," Moynahan said.
Sure enough, Bob Swisher, the sports anchor man for
Channel Six in Paducah, remembered the play.
"It was the first or second year they had the cylinder
rule," Swisher said.
"It all boiled down to the cylinder. I remember we had a
still picture of the play and we drew an imaginary
cylinder over the basket.
"The officials ruled the ball was on the rim when the
horn sounded. The same thing was brought to light
Saturday in the Indiana-Michigan game.
"One of the announcers said they were trying to
determine whether or not Benson had control of the ball. I
think it's a silly rule. It doesn't matter how the ball goes
in, just so it goes in, Swisher added.
Few people would disagree.
Cage Predictions
The cage predictions now stand at 120-58 for a .674 mark
for the season.
Here are the predictions for Friday's Games:
MAYFIELD at Calloway County by six—Both teams
are coming off losses, Mayfield to Carlisle County and
Calloway to Lone Oak. If the Lakers decide to play ball
like they are capable, they could well beat Mayfield. Even
CORRECTION
Power Tiller (5 H. P. with Reverse)
Should have read
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Ask about 30 Sears
do-it-yourself guides,
available at no charge.
20-in. vanity, white
china top, toilet with
seat. Faucet extra.
at that, they will have a tough time so I'll pick the Car-
dinals.
Hickman County at MURRAY HIGH by eight—The
Tigers are rolling along with a 10-5 record and need this
one. Murray has always played well against Hickman
County and Friday should be no exception.
Other Friday games: ST. MARY at Ballard by 12,
HEATH at Farmington by 23, SYMSONIA at Lone Oak by
five, Cuba at SEDALIA by seven, Livingston Central at
REIDLAND by 16, Fancy Farm at CARLISLE COUNTY
by eight, Lowes at TILGHMAN by seven, Wingo at
FULTON CITY by three and for Saturday: Caldwell
County at MARSHALL COUNTY by 10 and Carlisle
County at ST. MARY by 11.
Schedules Here
The Murray State baseball season will open at Reagan
Field March 16 when Vanderbilt visits. The 'Breds will
then take two days off before playing at home for 18
straight days.
The last home game is set for Sunday, May 2, when the
'Breds host SIU.
We have several hundred baseball schedules at the
office and anyone wanting one may stop in and take a
few. Or for those who don't have the time to stop by, catch
me at a game in the next week or so and I'll make a point
to have a few schedules with me.
Morehead Blows Lead
And Loses To Xavier
By The Associated Press
Morehead played well
enough to win its basketball
game with Xavier Wednesday
night, but unfortunately for
the Eagles, the game didn't
end after 36 minutes.
Leading 64-60 with less than
four minutes to play,
Morehead went scoreless the
rest of the way while Xavier
was scoring the points it
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Sears
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The Musketeer's Archie
Walker, who scored only three
points, scored the winning
point with a free throw with
1:43 left in the game.
Morehead had a chance to
win with 12 seconds left, but
Herbie Stamper's jump shot
missed and Xavier's Joe
Sunderman grabbed the
rebound. Morehead got the
ball again with two seconds
left, but was only able to loft a
court-length pass before the
final horn sounded.
In the other game Wed-
nesday involving Kentucky
schools, Floyd Smith poured
in 32 points to lead Bellarrnine
to a 92-78 victory over Ken-
tucky Wesleyan at Owen-
sboro, the Banthers' worst
home defeat in five seasons.
Morehead, 9-9, took a brief
lead in the second half at 55-49
with eight minutes left and
still led by four almost five
minutes later. Down 64-60, the
Musketeers got baskets from
Gary Whitfield and Mike
Plunkett to tie the game 64-64,
setting the stage for Walker's
winning shot.
With Smith scoring four
points and teammate Jim
Pentzer adding six, Bellar-
mine roared to a 15-2 lead in
the first four minutes against
Wesleyan. The Panthers
closed within 25-23 later in the
half, but Bellarmine rebuilt its
margin to 47-35 at halftime.
The Knights, 15-5, led by at
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Calloway Sophomore Top Motocross Racer
Mike Watson: He
May Be Pro Soon
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Jo Watson is a motorcycle
mama.
She doesn't get out and ride
down the highway like the
motorcycle mama did in the
song. Instead, she's a mama
to her kids who are both
motorcycle nuts.
One of the kids, and he'll be
the first to admit he still is, is
Jo's husband of 30 years,
Bobby. The other kid, the one
which the family takes across
the country on weekends, is
Mike, a 16-year-old sophomore
at Calloway County High
School.
Mike doesn't have dreams
of becoming a professional
motocross racer. His dreams
are close to reality.
Since starting motocross
racing at the age of 11, Mike
has accumulated over 200
trophies, a lot of bruises and
bloody noses and most of all, a
lot of fun.
Every weekend, bar none,
Mike Watson races. In the
Western Kentucky Com-
petition Riders Association,
he now sports the coveted
number one plate on his bike.




There's a lot of glamour in
traveling across the country
every weekend. At least other
people think there is.
As soon as school is over on
Friday afternoon, the Watsons
load up their camper and hit
the road for Florida where
Mike has been racing the past
three weekends and where he
will be going again this
weekend.
"Jo and I take turns driving
and Mike sleeps," Bobby said.
We usually get to the site of
the race about eight on
Saturday morning and Mike
signs up and then starts the
long routine of checking out all
of his equipment.
"We leave out Sunday and
get back in Murray early
Monday morning," Bobby
added.
Are there any problems that
confront the 16-year-old
racer?
"Well, a couple of times,
I've got back a little late for
school on Monday mornings
and received unexcused ab-
sences," Mike smiled.
Must be nice. Going to sunny
Florida every weekend and
lying out on the beaches.
"Are you kidding? I haven't
even noticed there are any
beaches in Florida...don't
have time for that," Mike
said.
Mike says the courses in
Florida are extremely tough.
The object of motocross is
simply: ride as fast and hard
as you can for 30 minutes plus
one lap and the first person to
cross the finish line wins.
Sounds easy doesn't it? Not
hardly.
"There's nothing you can
compare motocross to," Mike
said.
equipment came from Can-
Am. From June 1 until August
1 of last year, Mike won six
AMA point races. For doing
so, he won $200 worth of safety
equipment. Mike is sponsored
in his races by Town and
Country Yamaha of Murray.
Already, Mike's times in the
amateur races at Florida are
as good or better than the
times of the professionals. The
world champion motocross
racer gets a $150,000 yearly
salary for advertising and
gets half of the total stakes for
winning a race.
Mike Watson knows that
with a little luck and a few
more years on his already
awesome body, he might be
there.
"It really makes for a
closer-knit family," Bobby
says. "He doesn't go
anywhere that we don't.
Every race he's at, we're at,"
Bobby added.
Glamour? There has to be a
little bit, even if Mike doesn't
have time for the beaches.
"Well," Mike confessed. "I
guess there is a little bit of
glamour.
"You see there's this
beautiful trophy girl in
Florida. She wears these
leather hot-pants and she
really gives me an incentive to
win., she kisses the winner."
Is she the girl of his
dreams?
"Naw, I haven't had any
dreams about her. ..yet," Mike
laughed.
Mike is just too busy
worrying about how to keep
that number one plate. The
girl in the hot-pants will just
have to wait because the king
ain't about to give up his
Orate for a lady.
"The whoop-de-doos are the
most fun. Sometimes the hills
are as high as six feet and you
go over them at 50 and 60
miles per hour. One mistake
can cost you as many as 25
places in a race."
Last weekend out of 84
racers, Mike finished fifth
overall. Mike has five bikes
but the one he has been riding
in Florida is a 250cc Can-Am.
It weighs 225 pounds and for
the entire 30 minutes, Mike
holds up the front end of the
cycle.
Not only is the racing hard
on the individual but it's
murder on the bikes. Last
weekend, he broke a pipe, the
handle bars and the frame of
his Can-Am.
Mike is in tremendous
physical shape. At least three
times per week, he goes
through a torturous routine
consisting of two hours of
different types of exercises.
"I've played basketball and
that's nothing compared to
this," Mike laughed as he
showed off his muscles.
Mike doesn't do any riding
on the road.
"People ask me why I don't
ever get out and ride around
town. It's just not safe, what
with all the cars on the high-
way."
Does he mean that
motocross racing is safer than
riding a street bike?
"Safety comes first.
Motorcycle riders have a bad
image," Bobby said.
"A lot of people think of
racers as being a bunch of
wild people who get out and do
crazy things. It's not like that
with Mike.
"Every time he gets on tbe
cycle, whether it's a race or
just practice, he wears
anywhere from three to four
hundred dollars worth of
protective gear, "Mike's
father added.
Much of the protective
PART OF THE HARDWARE—There wasn't enough specs in
the camera to show all of the trophies Calloway County High
School sophomore Mike Watson het woe during the pest five
years of motocross racing. Watson, who hopes to become •
professional, has been racing in Florida for the post three
weekends.
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2 For $129 (plus tax)
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Offer Expires Feb. 16, 1976
There's more to like at Burger Chef
So don't settle for less
FREE PLANNING ASSISTANCE
Let me help you plan your Do-It-Yourself home
improvement and estimate the materials you
will need. I can also furnish you easy-to-
follow "Do-It-Yourself" instruction booklets.
Sears low installed price is also available.
Just dial 753-2310
Sears Catalog Sales Office
UMW& gisimial Cies'
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Senate Committee Kills Bill
Repealing Milk Marketing Law
Frankfort, Ky. (AP) — A
bill to repeal the state's milk
marketing law has been killed
by a Kentucky Senate com-
mittee, but the sponsor of the
measure says he will continue
to try to get it passed.
Sen. Tom Easterly, D-
Frankfort, said after learning
of the committee action
Wednesday that he would try
again in the next legislative
session.
The bill would have allowed
retailers to sell milk below
cost.
Under present law,
processors and retailers of
dairy products are licensed by




prohibited from selling dairy
products below cost—that is,
.he actual cost of the product
plus overhead.
Easterly argued last week
that the bill would mean "one
heck of a savings" for
consumers.
- Easterly and several others
testified before a Senate
Agriculture and Natural
Resources subcommittee and
that group issued its finidings
before the bill was tabled.
Sen. Joe Wright, D-Harned,
said the subcommittee spent
hours on the proposed bill and
found "misinformation
surrounding the price of milk
in Kentucky versus bordering
towns in Indiana that do not
have a milk marketing law.
"Our evidence indicates
:hat the consumer in Indiana
does not benefit overall from a
slightly lower price of milk at
date retail level," Wright said.
in fact the lower priced milk
LS used as a 'loss leader' and
the total price of all grocery
items indicates no net savings
to the consumer."
Wright said the sub-
committee found that this
practice should not occur in
Kentucky because "there is no
evidence to support that the
consumer would benefit in a
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Lee pains. smarties slay ears el
teettieautt iniserileraDaag-
ss Aleadl." rouse klihoss. RE-
GULATE passage with gentle DU-
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'IX \ours at any dreg eargeter I
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reduction in his total grocery
bill."
Wright said the panel found
that the milk marketing law
of Kentucky contributes to the
stability in our markets and
causes milk to be sold at its
true market value.
"We feel after all the in-
formation is in that Kentucky
markets are as efficient as
they can ever become without
price wars and chaos in the
dairy industry," Wright said.
Sen. John Berry, D-New
Castle, said "we do have some
concern about the milk
marketing commission" and
suggested it be looked into
after the 1976 mission ends by
an interim legislatitive
committee.
He said testimony before the
subcommittee indicated few
persons affiliated with the
commission knew what they
were talking about at the
panel's public hearing a week
ago.
Last week, Rep. Bob
Hughes, D-LouLsville, himself
a retail grocer, argued against
Easterly's bill. He said if
controls on milk prices were
removed, grocers would just
mark up other items in their
stores.
Another grocer, Joe Melton
of Louisville, did not agree.
Melton agreed with Hughes
that if milk were sold below
cost he would mark up some
items—but not those bought on
a daily basis.
Easterly said his bill would
increase competition and
thereby result in a reduction
in milk prices.
Truancy Bill Will Have
No Effect, Senator Says
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
A Kentucky Senate Z•ontimittee
has approved a bill that one
lawmaker says will have no
effect and amounts to nothing
more than an "expression of
frustration."
Sen. David Karem, D-
Louisville, made that com-
ment Wednesday after the
Senate Education Committee,
with about 50 antibusing
sympathizers looking on,
approved a measure to
exempt some children from
state truancy laws.
Karem said the bill as
approved by the committee
does absolutely nothing —
other than demonstrate
distaste for court ordered
busing.
"They believe, un-
fortunately, that it's going to
do something for them,"
Karem said, referring to the
antibusing sympathizers
standing in the committee
room. "It just boils down to
the fact that there's not a thing
we can do."
The bill, sponsored by Sen.
William L. Quinlan, D-
Louisville, as originally
written would have exempted
from truancy laws those




To The Highest Bidder
The Parking lot, Lots, and Three Buddings
Of The Present Campus Of
MID-CONTINENT BAPTIST
BIBLE COLLEGE
North Fifteenth At Dunbar
Mayfield, Ky.
1-A0MINISTRATI0N BUKBAG, 50's1011', 2 ROM 10.000 Sot Ft.Ind and Bind Canstroctioa.
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O.C. Markham, President, or
Wendell N. Raw Sr.,
Building Comm. Chinn,
transported beyond the ap-
propriate grade level nearest
their place of residence."
Sen. Kenneth Gibson, I)-
Madisonville, objected to that
language saying it could cause
some problems in Hopkins
County. The bill was then
amended to exempt children
who are required "to be
transported beyond the ap-
propriately designated
boundaries for the grade level
nearest to his place of
residence in which space is
available."
Karem said all that means
is that school boards and the
courts still can require
children to attend certain
schools by designating
boundaries.
"This bill doesn't do
anything," Karem said. "I
believe that when you put in
'appropriately designated
boundaries' — that could be




were quiet. Some wore but-
tons, including one which
proclaimed: "Kentucky, No. 1
in tear gas, No. 50 in
Education."
It was a reference to tear
gas used by police in Jefferson
County last fall to break up
antibusing demonstrations.
Karem told those in the
room that the bill would be
more of a symbol than
anything else.
"What it's trying to get at is
a frustration the people
have," he said. "It is tan-
tamount to an expression that
they are frustrated."
One man, Barney Brewer of
the Louisville suburb of
Shively, a hotbed of antibusing
sentiment, said "We're up
here trying to get the rights of
the whites back."
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Minority Leader Harold De-
Marcus took the chair and
gavel of House Speaker
William Kenton, D-Lexington
Wednesday during a period of
horseplay at the Kentucky
General Assembly.
The speaker stepped down
in deference to "the gen-
tleman from Lincoln (County)
in honor of Lincoln's bir-
thday."
The 60-year-old veteran
Republican gaveled the House
to order and kept the mem-
bers laughing with a series of
wise cracks and tongue-in
cheek insults for the last few
minutes of the session.
A Republican colleague,
Rep. Larry Hopkins, R-
Lexington, threw the acting
speaker some bait when he
asked for an interpretation of
rule 48. That rule refers to the
posting of bills in committee.
"I am here representing the
Great Emancipator—Abe
Lincoln—and I'm afraid I do
not have his great wisdom,"
De-Marcus said. -Therefore I
rule you out of order," he said
to the applause of the
legislators.
Refering to an earlier
comment by Rep. Gerta
Bendle, [1-Louisville, who sits
in the last row after she had
chided speaker Kenton for not
recoginizing her when she
stood, DeMarcus said "With
that hat on (could see you ( if
you were standing) at Fourth
and Broadway in Louisville."
He was ref ering to the hat
which is the Louisville
Democrat's trademark.
Hubbard. . .
(Continued from Page 11
Hubbard favored the higher
supports when he voted to
accept the conference report
on the legislation, and Hud-
dleston showed his support
when he voted to override the
President's veto, according to
the story.
The Senate Watergate
Committee, according to the
Post, devoted 288 pages of its
final report to recount
political donations and
pledges CTAPE, SPACE and
ADEPT made at tlje time the
Nixon Administration was
deciding whether to raise
price supports on milk in 1971,
during the 1972 presidential
campaign.
Associated Milk Producers
Inc., and three of its top of-
ficials were convicted of
making illegal campaign
contributions to Nixon. The
cooperative was fined $35,000
and two of the officials were
fined $10,000 each and sen-
tenced to four months in jail.
The third official was given
three concurrent two-year
prison sentences.
Both Hubbard and Hud-
dleston told the Post they saw
nothing wrong with accepting
the contributions.
Sen Hudclleston, who was in
Mayfield Wednesday for a
series of meetings and an open
meeting with area residents at
the Graves County cour-
thouse, said the dairy group's
$2,500 contributions was "just
like any other contribution."
He said the contribution was
entirely legal and had been
fully reported both by himself
and the SPACE Committee.
Huddleston noted that he
has always been a supporter
of the dairy industry since
Kentucky is the nation's 10th
largest dairy state, and that
he hoped to be an effective
spokesman for Kentucky's
dairymen.
The senator, who had about
75 people waiting to see him
when he arrived in Mayfield,
added that he has never been
asked for anything in return
for a contribution from any
representative or group from
the dairy industry and never
would promise anything in
return for a contribution.
Morgan, Trevathan lit Gunn, Inc.
Insurance —loads — Real Estate-10S E. 12th St., Santos
Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Canvey County and Aurora
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7534434
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tournaments, winning a
number of individual honors.
Five of Ur 14 qualified for
statewide competition.
"But to win team cham-
pionships in debate and
speech, you must have large
numbers of students in-
volved," he said, "as there are
some 10 major events in ad-
dition to debate in which you
must compete and win in
order to pile up the points
necessary to win cham-
pionship trophies."
And that's what he's done,
involved the students—more
and more of them each year.
In 1971, the second year, 28
students "came out" for the
team, and brought in 50
trophies in individual com-
petitions. "We began to move
around, traveling more and
participating in more tour-
naments," he went on.
-People began taking notice
and realizing that Calloway
County High School was
serious about building a
strong debate and speech
team. A lack of depth,
however, kept us from beiig.
able to win enough total points
to capture the major cham-
pionships."
With student interest in-
creasing and with some
degree of success upon which
to build, England began the
next fall by recruiting
students from across the
student body for his program.
Forty responded.
That year, 1972-73, his team
won two sweepstakes awards,
piling up more points than any
other team in two major
tournaments. This was the
first time in the history of the
school that a debate and
speech sweepstakes trophy
had been won. Eighteen of the
team members qualified for
the state tournament.
' This has been the
springboard for our
program," Larry says. "It
was that year that the kids
really got serious about
wanting to be the best."
The following year, 1973-74,
there was 75 to come out for
the team, which, now with the
depth it needed, swept to five
sweepstakes awards and
placed among the top four
teams in every tournament in
which it participated.
So great had the program
grown by the fall of 1975,
Larry has had to hold his team
to 110 members after 150
students tried out for it last
September.
Today, his team is ranked as
one of the top debate and
speech teams in Kentucky,
and last spring Larry himself
was honored by the Southern
Association of Communicative
Arts as the "Speech Teacher
of the Year" in the state. The
National Forensic League
magazine lists the CCHS
chapter as the largest in
Kentucky in total people
actively participating in
compeitions.
Thus far this season, the
Calloway High debaters and
speakers have captured an
unprecedented seven
sweepstakes trophies, in-
chiding both the Murray State
University debate and in-
dividual events tournaments,
the Trigg County Invitational
tournament and the
Riessellville tournament in
which 24 of the top debate and
speech teams in Kentucky and
Tennessee participated.
The team also has finished
second in another tournament
and fourth in another. In only
one tournament in which it has
competed, has it failed to
place among the top four
winners. "That was when
most of my people were away
participating in a Beta Club
activity and couldn't par-
ticipate," England explained.
England's guiding light as a
debate and speech teacher
and coach has been Dr. Ray
Mofield, a professor in the
Department of Journalism,
Radio-Television at Murray
State and whose advice he
often seeks.
"Dr. Mofield told me long
ago in class that the secret to
success in debate and speech
competition was to have a
large number of people in-
volved," he said, "and that's
what we have attempted to do
by recruiting across the entire
student body, stressing the
value of speech and debate to
one's personal development as
well as the fun of being in-
volved in a winning, com-
petitive program.
"Everyone has something to
contribute," he went on,
recounting the rungs in the
ladder his team Is climbing
toward the state cham-
pionship. "There's great
potential in young people.
They simply need someone to
push and motivate them while
at the same time making
them feel important and to
realize and believe that they
can achieve so much more
than they ever thought
possible."
That's his secret. It takes
patience and a lot of hard
work, but it's Just that simple.
A native of Milburn and
having grown up at Dublin in
Graves County, England, 29,
is married to the former
JoBeth Watson of Kirksey,
and they have one daughter,
Lori, 3. His mother is Mrs.
Gracie England, Vine Street,
Murray.
Mine Deaths
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
new approcah to reducing
mine deaths was promised
Wednesday by Robert
Barrett, head of the Mining
Enforcement and Safety
Administration (MESA)
Barrett said he will soon
begin face-to-face meetings
with the chief executives of
mining companies with the
worst safety records.
He said part of his goal will
be to persuade corporate
officials that the need is
urgent that safety be
upgraded In their mines.
Barrett told a House sub-
committee that 50 of last
year's 154 fatalities occurred
at six of the nation's largest
companies. He said the
statistic indicates there is a
need for stronger MESA
action.
Barrett indicated his first
face-to-face meeting will be
with the head of Peabody Coal
Co., Edwin Phelps. He said





FRANKFORT, Ky. (A?) —
Without debate or objection,
the Kentucky Senate Wed-
nesday approved the ap-
pointment of two men to the
state Public Service Com-
mission.
Dr. William L. Matthews,
Jr., of Lexington and Richard
S. Taylor of Owensboro were
approved by the upper
chamber.
Their confirmations came
one day after the Senate State
Government Committee held
hearing and asked both men
questions.
Normally, the governor's
nominations to the PSC, which
regulates utilities, are rubber
stamped by the Senate.
But when Senate Majority
Leader Tom Garrett, D-
Paducah tried to have the
nominations confirmed two
weeks ago, three senators all
Democrats objected.
Sens. Tom Easterly of
Frankfort, John Lackey of
Richmond and Tom Ward of
Versailles said they thought
the senators should have more
input in the selection process
for PSC commissioners.
After the hearing on
Tuesday, Ward, who compiled
a list of questions, said he was
satisfied.
He also said he and the
others who called for a
hearing never doubted the
integrity of the noninees by
merely wanted a com-
mittment from them on how
the PSC should operate.
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Now Orange and Grape CRUSH
come in 10-ounce returnable bottles
in convenient 6-packs
CRUSH is the one . the one soft drink that Just
flows with freshness cool, tingling, light and
sparkling. You'll love CRUSH with all of your
favorite foods, and so will all of your favorite friends.
Fresh and bright, sparkling light Orange CRUSH
has the taste that stands alone.
Grape CRUSH is groovy with a taste so fresh you
have to try it to believe it.
NOW AVAILABLE IN WESTERN KENTUCKY
Available in the following counties in Kentucky—
(Ballard. Calloway. Carlisle. Crittendon, Graves.
Livingston, Lyon, Marshall, and McCracken)
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Baptist
Scotts Grove










Sunday Evening 6:00p. m.
Wednesday Evening 7:00p.m
Sinking Springs
Morning Worship 1100a. m.
Evening Worship 6:45 p. m.
Northside
Morning Worship 1100a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 1:30p m.
Poplar Springs
sAorning Worship 114104,r0...
Evening Worship 6:30 p. m.
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship 10:45 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Blood River
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p. m.
Kiritsey Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00a. m.




New Mt. Carmel Missionary




Evening Worship 6:45 p.m.
Cherry Corner
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Elm Grove I
Morning Worship 11:00









Evening Worship 5:30 p. m.
Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
Sunday School 9: 30 a. m.
Worship 11:00a.m.
Lone Oak Primitive
1st Sunday 2:00p. m.
4th Sunday 10:30 a. m.
Old Salem Baptist
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Worship Service 11:00a.m.
Vesper Service 5:00 p. m.
Coldwater
Morning Services 11:00a.m.
Evening Services 6 00P m.
Fern Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.





Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Ledbetter Missionary Baptist
Sunday School 10a. m.
Preaching 11a.m.leep.m.
Wed. 7 p. m.
Spring Creek Baptist Church






Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a. m.
N.Y '1. 5 Worship 5:15p.m.








Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
United, New °mord
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Worship Services 11 a. m., 7 p. m,
Calvary Tempts
Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Worship Services 11 am., 7:30 p.m.
First Assembly 04 0.1
Church School 10:00
Worship Service 11:00
First Assembly of God
Church School 10:00a. m.
Worship Service 11:00a.m.
United, 316 !roan Ave.
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7 03 p m
Christian
First Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m.
Church of Jesus Chirst
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School 10:00a. m.
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass II a. m., 11 a.m., 4:30 p
m. Saturday Mass 6:30 p. m.
Christian Science Services
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray,
Ky., Sundays 11:00 a. m. Testimony
meeting second Wednesday S P. m.
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower 10:30a. m.
Bible Lecture 9:304. T.
Wyman's Chapel A. U. E.
Worship Services 11 a. m., 7 p. m.
St. John's Episcopal
Church School 9:15
Worship Hour 10:30 a. m.
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School 9:15 a. m.
Morning Worship 10:304. m.
Seventh Day Adventist
Sabbath School 10:00 a.m.
Worship Service 9:30a. m.













At the the UNI01114111 vivo the ••Gettyskuly Address", A/141140 IMO Mean the groves crisis1776 hi its Missy. Time wma moms sass to believe that the United Shaes. as sem had
1976 known it, might emse as slat. It was whoa this bmekgromad thee liras delivered thesis
great words.
The Gettysburg Acidness was, in eve27 segue, • re-dedicatim, • rmitatiment of the princi-
ples spew which this ossuary was founded. The words, "this maim miler God," were
earehilly Mesa, fez Lis:Mu believed that America alms, mad mot Bad it's way out of
the maestros of the Civil War. He believed that we seeded God to lead as trek to our
swat of maims' purpose.
As we study our aselessel Mowry we find again and again that it is our dedication to God's
teachhage that las lad me emt of miry asthma crieie. "This sass wider God" is still asp-
" able of ilokieg the proelose of Answiesi today.
This page made possible by the
Church of Christ
New Provisions
Morning Worship 11.00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30p.m.
University






















Evening Worship 3:00 p.m.
Friendship
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.








Kirksey Mures of Christ
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:50a.m.




Sunday 10:00 a.m., Worship






Sunday School 10:00 4.m.










Masest's Chapel .. ...r
Worship 10:0 •
Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m., let Sun-
day, 10:00 a.m. 3rd Sunday. Sunday
School 10:00 a.m., 2nd & 4th
martin's Chapel United
Worship Service 9:30 a.m.
Sunday School 10:304.m.
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service 10:00 a.rn.
Sunday School 11:004.m.
Independence United
Sunday School 10.00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00. m.
Kirksoy United
Sunday School 10.00 a er,
Morning Worship 11:004 nt..•,.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.mr,-,10
Caidwater United
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 1st &
2nd Sunday. 10:00 a.m. 3rd I. 4th
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. let & 2nd
Sunday, 11:00 A.m. 3r0 S. 4111 $un
day
Tempi* Hill United








Worship Service II 00 a Me
Bible S' udy 6 30p in
, Lynn Grove





& 2nd Sunday$, 11:03a.M.
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday
Mt. Heine.
Worship Service 10:03 a.m. le
Sunday-11:M a.m. 3rd. Sunday:
Sunday School 11:00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-10:00 a.m. 2nd, 3rd, &
Sunday
Mt. Carmel
WorShip Service 10:00 a.m. WM
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 4.m. 1st, 3rd &
4th Sunday: 11:00a.m. 2nd Sunday
Waymen Chapel
AM, Church
Morning Services 10. 45 a.m.
Brooks Chapel United
1st & 3rd Sunday 6:304.m.
Evening 7:00p.m.
2nd & 4111 SundaY 11:00a.m.
No evening Worship
Sense' thirtiml
1st S. 3rd Sunday 11:00a.m.
2nd & 4th SundaY 9:30a.
Evening 03 6: p.ffil
Pleasant Grove • '




Morning Worship 9:45 a.M.,
Sunday SOPS -. 10:45 'Mot'''.
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Pe P't i 
Lamplighter Reitman/
Mid A isitsriede
N:filP TeWite4+241 4/0C.\)/ (j)




. wil.. • Mame
0 .,'• -,' la the am ostivItin
11.1' w-5- ' 04•444, Ili. 1444444 4 how. lama.
,.........) 753-2752 or 753-3571 •••• hi., ii.t.. fr. st• 1.124 44417•1
11441
liol-kk Shosions Golder 75.34550
Boyd's Auto Repair
Gomel loy4-Osion
Cimmitte AMmeettic Trusimasiee Service
• Chicks*KilitliCkil d frie
"Ws Finger tickle' Gear
Try Oer illeidams Seed Nem Senitirkirss
Stokes Tractor & Implement Ca.
mASSEY-FeenUSON SALES AND SERVICE
inillostriall noais Peens tss.1319
Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312
He Who Has Never
Failed Has Never Tried
-
he be Aiirwitami-st
- Gimlets Taw* I asps* Service -as S. 711 753-17S1
sod
Sycamore a 1211i Cal it Mews 7S3-7101
Irii Anierlosa Cain & Trees
Motor Sales
lienta-Meteder-Grmilm-lsti-Ims






A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT


















Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
Pegs 1 Vi Medi l S In! b••• 713 14a/1105 I. e. P











Murray awn Winos, Owen vs*. MI*0010wily a
Meuseleens-Ceasterf Lets
Complete Coonsoling Service
le i Ilerib - MM.
Open 14 Mee.-Set.
14 Sen. Acres at
Miens 7534777 Free Parkingat iiirreamanaliall IllaMPIIMIM 7S5-1372
11
The Christian Book Center
Wayne S. Cathy Perrin - Owners
-shiss-enords-lhisic•Sioks-
- Mira Siipplies-Gifts -
as Mow/ v 753-11111i
Murray Livestock Co.
Sale Every Suter* in I P. M. - Mu. 753-5334
Baas am*, ifsily
Norse Solo Each 3rd Friday Noghf





1102 CMOs* Mims 753-Ill)
Tabors Body Shop, Inc.
"f;t0 To (:hstrch Sitisdas-"
Kenlake Marina
J,111. WiLNAM-Mellt .
41 NOUSE SUM' RENTALS *
Ky. Lane Wan. Pert Ph. 474-Thill
Corvette Lanes Inc.
"IlOWL81140 AT ITS BEST"
1455 Mae Street Mese 13,342•2
e Murray Upholstery Shop
. Modernize your furniture with new
upholstery
, A Complete Car Upholstery Center
West Ky. Rend Telephotos







Book Store almied. Wills CamiliesSeries arms Calimety,
Is Ky. and Nary Cit. Tem
753-4351 or 2474350
..._.t. 7 1.) F tirerers tee MI Ott ashes
Sists Plastrt MSS( av•••
sus id its. 7S3 315115.3 11944
Swamp abeirs1413 Oils Mal. Seirse adwirstry
7534334601 South 4th 753-0405
Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine
Your Johnson Motors Dealer
soh's-Service-Parts
Boats & Boating Supplies
Ihry hit 751-3714
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
soonest Cask Prices OW Corti. vinteat • Seybesies




3 spis Phis 753-1713
Winchester Printing Services
Inc.
' vs. svm......m. alms Sr l'ie arbothip"
Fitts Mock & Reedy Mix Co.
loilding Ueda IL
a. adi eawn••• 711 UV
body /Aim Cuscrete
IOW allin S444414 Phew 753 3540
6.
Ewing Tire Service





West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012
Kent Wright Gloss Co.
Origins' Equipmert Kee Gins
Glees ter Every Perpese
Service 4 important •
641 Super Shell
Free Pickup & Delivery
ova. WO is. a. • Oak 1 1 raa s vhir PussemysTrsck A Perm Tines
M5 caiowsser Rd 7S34164
air moot predict
40 St., Murray 7S3-0176
•
heeds ages 5*.. as.-Clase lite p...
leen lin - Nom 713-9131
Grecian Steak House
Tea,Aiwkows - 'I our Nest
liken Daly, Ms, Ilms Thus
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Mb FDICember
MO Nub S.. 1215* A Mary Chartmet ft
703-3131 73.1•411453 rams
Lassiter Auto Sales











Pbone 763411112 206 No. 40
nomiag specials
Is. Nei imitialFit, Sal., .1-hue
Re. IVA hi. 641 - cad it Orders 0•153-4411
KELLEY'S TERMITE IL PEST
CONTROL
'iris Iley Teal ISM Las lisp ewe
Bar Klee
t
111/1 Ss I146 Is 153-M14
_ _ -___. ,
Csimul ROSES
vs. I. Capes Mr
Freed Cohan Co. Inc.
161014 4^ ' .4004141411-1b1104 nod
Hutson awwicid 6. Inc.
--1;...- I r il ‘irres- Vertdozer Need. '
103 Maplo-753-1113
Kentucky Lake Oil Company
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Local Candy Factory Is Sweet Tooth Delight
Even in an economy such as ours,
people still haven't lost their sweet
tooth, as evidenced by the propsering
candy business at Almo.
Floyd Nixon, of Murray, is the owner
of the business, which is located now in
the old Almo school building.
Production started in July, 1974, at
Midway, with seven employes. That
number now has grown to 18 persons,
mostly women, employed at the candy
factory.
The factory makes pecan logs,
peanut logs, pecan divinities, and a bar
called 'Three Cheers," a divinity with
peanuts and a slight malt, flavor.
The Kentucky Candy Co— ships ha
products to five states besides Ken-
tucky, including Tennessee, Illinois,
Missouri, Indiana, and Alabama.
Jim Marsh, general manager of the
plant, explained that their business is
strictly wholesale now, but that future
plans call for retail products as well.
Customers now are restricted to fund-
raising groups, such as schools and
civic clubs, who buy the product from
Kentucky Candy Co., and resell it for a
profit to raise funds for their cause.
At full production, the plant turns out
as many as 530 boxes per day, with 12






















































































Reagan Ahead Of Ford In Early
Primary Campaign Spending
WASHINGTON ( AP ) —
Republican challenger Ronald
Re,agan outspent President
Ford last month in early
primary states and had
slightly better luck attracting
private political contributions,
the latest campaign finance
reports show.
The gap was most evident in
Florida, site of the nation's
third presidential primary on













9 Word ot sor
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$152,126 there during January,
nearly four times the $42,586
put out by the Ford campaign.
Reports received Wed-
nesday by the Federal
Election Commission showed
Reagan outspending the in-
cumbent in these other
primary states where the two
clash in February and March:
New Hampshire, $49,623 for
Reagan to $40,585 for Ford;
Massachusetts, $58,727 to
































































$14,630; Illinois, $66,012 to
$47,327; and North Carolina,
$61,342 to $32,574.
In total expenditures for the
month, Reagan's campaign
spent $1.25 million to $723,512
for Ford, but at month's end
Ford's campaign had $692,475
cash on hand to $53,156 for
Reagan's.
For all of last year, Reagan
raised $1.93 million and spent
$1.51 million, while Ford
raised $1.69 million and spent
$1.47 million.
On the contribution side,
Reagan pulled in $786,627 in
private funds to $706,274 for
Ford. The President's side,
however, had more of its
contributions qualify for
matching fund certification
and took in $492,907 in
government checks, com-
pared with $100,000 for
Reagan.
The reports are the first in a
series of monthly disclosures
required under the new
federal election law.
Not all the Democratic
candidates' reports had yet




—Sen. Henry M. Jackson led
other Democratic candidates
in Alaska precinct caucuses,
although most party members
remained uncommitted.
With less than 25 per cent of
the results in, Jackson had 35
per cent of the delegates,
former Georgia Gov. Jimmy
Carter had 10 per cent and 55
per cent were listed as un-
committed.
THAT WOULD OE DISHONEST
51R ACCEPT LK)UR
PUNISHMENT, AND IF3E A
REITER PERSON FOR IT
—Reagan continued his
campaign in New Hampshire.
where his strategists said the)
were encouraged after Ford's
campaign swing through the
state last weekend. "Ford did
not help himself by coining up
here," said Hugh Gregg,
Reagan's state chairman.
Gregg said he has revised his
prediction that Reagan will
get 40 per cent of the vote to
"something higher than that."
Gregg said Ford "may have
even hart himself" by the
visit, citing a Ford aide's
comment that campaigning is
hard in the state because 40
miles outside a city "there's
nothing but trees and bears."
John Michels, Ford's state
chairman, said Gregg "is
nuts" if he believes that. "The
visit was a plus. It's helped us
and it's given us a lot of
support," Michels said.
—Jackson called for a
tougher American foreign
policy and said in Springfield,
Mass., he will "maintain a
voice in the U.N. like that we





McGovern said in Salt Lake
City his supporters have the
power to withhold the
Democratic nomination from
anyone he considers unac-
ceptable.
—Ford counselor Rogers
C.B. Morton said in Cincinnati
that Reagan's entry in the

















THEN WHEN I GOT
A GOOD LOOK
AS HER, IT wAS
TOO LATE!
II PAYS TO ADVERTISE... ADVERTISE WOW ITPAYS...
41111011111111111r411141111117,
1. legal Notice 1 legal Not Le
CITY ORDINANCE
Ordinance Number $13 bang en ordinance fixing and re-
g• las in. the license taxes, and risonner and form oe granting and
issuing same on the varlets& lines of business. occepations. Pre-
fusions, trades, and canines in the City of Murray, Kentucky,
and providing penalties few nen-payment thereof, and fee vie-
lotion thereof, and making it unlawful to onside in any suck
tuns at bonnen occopations, peefessions, trades,, and ceilings
',whose first paying the license tax and Procuring limasets sewooded herein.
OE IT °ROAMED $Y Tall COMMON COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY:
sacTiois Is
Whesiever used in this ordi-
nance the word "person' shall
be construed to include within
its meaning not only natural




That on and after the tat day
of May, 1970 and on the same
day in each succeedine year
thereafter, it shall be allilAitt
f ul for any person to engage,_
in tety business, occupation,
profession, trade or calling here-
inafter mentioned, in the City
of Murray, Kentucky, until such
person has first paid Use amount
is license tax to the City Clara
and has obtained from him the
License as hereinafter specified
and required: if any such la
cense tax be not so paid and
the license procured on or b4-
fore the 31st day of May in
each year hereafter, there shall
be eddied to such license tax a.
penalty of ten per contain
(10%) thereof, and any and elf
such persons paying or offer-
ing to pay such license tayAn
after same have been delin-
quent, shall also pay said tan
per cent (10%) penalty thereon;
provided further, that such per-
son commencing business after
the lit day of May shall pay
the license tax required in this
ordinance and upon failure to
so pay same within thirty (30)
days after commencing such
business, there shall be added
to such license tax a penalty
of ten per cent (10%) thereof.
Said license taxes and penal-
ties may be recovered as other
delinquent taxes.
All such licenses shall have
priuted or stamped on the face
of same, in large figures, the
year for which same are issued,
and it shall be the duty of the
person procuring or having such
license to keep same posted or
otherwise exposed on some con-
spicuoui place in his or their
place of business, where the
same shall at all times be with-
in the public view.
No person except SA other.
wise provided net-In under the
classifications ot "Merchant., re-
tail" and Merchant, wholesale,'
Wall be authorized to do any
business thereunder, other than
that specifically set out in such
/lamas.
For non-payment of say li-
cense within sat!, (80) days af-
ter penalty data, the Common
Council may, at its discretion,
instruct the City Police to order
such place of business closed
SUCTION
NON-RESIDENTS
That on and after the la day
of May, 1970 and on the same
day each year thereafter, it
shall be unlawful for any per-
son who is a non-resident of
the City, or has his place of
business outside the City limits
to engage in any business, oc-
cupation, profession, trade or
calling hereinafter mentioned.
In the City of Murray, Kentucky.
until such person has first paid
the amount of license tax to the
City Clerk and has obtained
from him the license as herein-
after specified; U any such li-
cense tax be not eo paid and
the 'team procured on or be-
fore the 31st day . of May is
each year hereafter, there shallto.. added to such license tax a
penalty of ten per cent
(10%l thereof, and any and aU
such persons paying, or offering
to pay such license taxes after
the same have been delinquent,
shall also pay ten per cant
(10%) penalty thereon; Providedfurther that such person com-
mencing business after the tat
day of May shall pay the li-
cense tax required in this ord-
inance, and upon failure to 53
pay same within thirty (30) days
after commencing such business,
there shall be added to such la
cense tax a penalty of ten per
cent (10%) thereon Said license
taxes and penalties may be re-
covered as any other delinquent
taxes.
Such license shall be mule
ed of any person residing out-
aide the City or having a place
of business outside the City
limits if such person shall en-
gage with continued activity in
any busiriess, occupation, Pro-
fession, trade or calling herein-
after mentioned in the City, and
who actually solicits and accept%
business by holding himself out
m engaging in such business the
Mete as any person residing in
the city and engaged in
a similar business, occupation,
profession, trade or calling.
No non-resident to whoa any
license is issued as hereto pro-
vided for, shall be authorised
to do any bunness the/hinder
other than that specified in such
license.
For non-payment of such ii-
cerise tax within silty (80) days
after penalty date, the Common
Council may at its discretion
instruct the City Police to pro-
hibit such non-rasident from
engaging in or following his oc-
cupation or business within the
City.
SECTION IV:
Each license shall state the
name of the person to whom
it is issued, and no such License
shall be assignable or transfer-
rable, nor shall any such license
authorize any person other than
Use one mentioned in the license
to do any business or to follow
any occupation, profession,
trade,or calling other than that
provided in such license. There
shall be a separate licetise for
each place of business, an‘i each
branch store or separate estab-
lishment shall be construed as
a seperate unit tor US purpose
of license taxes as provided
herein.
SECTION V:
All licenses granted under
this ordinance, except as other-
wise herein provided, shall ex-
pire on the let day of May of
each and every year, and no
license, except as otherwise
herein provided, shall be issued
for a less period of time than
six (8) Months. No portion of
any license tax shall be refund-
ed to any person, firm, com-
pany, or corporation, or to any.
one else for their use or bene-
fit
SECTION VI:
An advertisement of any kind
by any person, that he, they,
or it, is engaged in any calling,
occupation, trade, business, or
profession, for the carrying on
of which a license is required
under this ordinance, shall be
conclusive evidence for such li-




1976 farm marketing quotas
of burley tobacco will be 5
percent less than last 'year's





reduction is the maximum
allowed by law and was taken
to maintain supplies in line
with demand.
"Because of special
provision of the burley
tobacco program, effective
farm quotas for 1976 are ex-
pected to total about 727
million pounds, 3 percent less
than last year," Riley ex-
plained.
Under current legislation, a
farm that markets less than
its quota of burley tobacco will
have its quota raised the
following year to make up the
difference. Likewise, any
rnarketings in excess of a
farm's quota are reduced
from the farm's quota for the
following year. Mr. Riley said
these provisions allow the
total actual farm quotas in
effect in a given year to be
greater or smaller than the
announced marketing quota.
"Notices of individual farm
poundage quotas will be
mailed to farm operators
about March 15," Riley said:
"the earliest date that ad-
justment can be mane to
reflect 1975 under and over
rnarketings."
As in the past, a small
amount of quota will be
reserved in 1976 to establish
quotas for farms having no
burley history during the past
five years, for correcting
errors and for adjusting
inequities. Applicants for the
burley tobacco program will
be given equal consideration
without regard to race, color,
sex, creed or national origin.
NEWPORT, Ky. (AP) A
case involving a local justice
of the peace who performed a
nude wedding was continued
until Feb. 18 by Campbell
County Judge Lambert Hehl
Wednesday.
Magistrate Earl Leonard,
69, of Newport was ordered by
Held to show why his authority
to perform marriages should
not be revoked on grounds that
the ceremony, in which the
bride and bridegroom were in
the nude, embarrassed the
county and demeaned the
solemn rites of marriage.
Leonard's attorney, William
Oldfield of Covington, asked
for the delay to give him time
to prepare a defense for his
client.
Leonard, who said through
his attorney that he didn't
know what he was getting into
and probably wouldn't do it
again, married a New Orleans
striptease dancer and her
spotlight operator at the Braga




Every person desiring to pro-
cure a license, as herein pro-
vided, shall when required,
make appbcatioa in writing to
the City Clerk, giving and dia
closing the information We"
eery to enable the City Clerk to
determine the amount of li-
cense tax to be paid, the char-
acter of business to be conduct-
ed, and such other facts as may
be necessary or proper to de-
termine whether the applicant
for such license shall be grant-
ed the license applied for, and
In order to ascertain any facts
necessary to determine the a-
mount of license tax to be paid.
The City Clerk may require
each applicant, so applying, II
furnish such information under
oath as may be so remand.
tactic* VIII:
Upon violation of any provi-
sion of this or any other ordi-
nance or laws of the State of
Kentucky by any person holding
a Oconee to animas in any busi-
ness, proleanion, trade, or call-
ing as herein provided, such li-
cense may be revoked by the
Common Council; and the Judge-
ment or conviction in the
lice Court or any other Couit
is competent jurisdiction of a
1/halation of any of the provi-
sions of this or any other ordi-
nance Or laws of the State of
Kentucky shall be conclusive
evidence of such violation.
SUCTION IX:
Each parson carrying on or
conducting any business, trade,
occupation, employment, or pro-
fession for which a license Is
reqtured under the provisions
of this ordinance or any other
ordinance not repealed by this
ordinance, where a fine has not
been provided for, without hav-
ing first obtained a license to
carry on and conduct such bust.
nem, trade, occupation, employ-
ment, or profession, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor; and
upon conviction in the Police
Court in the City of Murray.
shall be fined not less than
Five Dollars (0.00) nor more
than Twenty Dollars ($20.00),
and each day that such business,
trade, occupation, employment,
or profession is carried on with-
out such license shall be consid-
ered a separate offense.
SECTION X:
If any person who is engaged
in any of the businesses, rail-
ings, occupations, or profession+
desires to engage in such busi-
nesses at any intervening per-
iod, his license shall be issued
oy the clerk for the fractional
part of said year and made to
expire as herein provided and
he shall be charged for such
period the proportionate part
of said license tax for the Per-
iod so engaged by him in his
business, calling occupation, or
profession, except that this shall
Ann apply to any temporary li-
cense as is provided for in this
ordinance; nor to any business,
occupation, calling, or profes-
sion named and designated "Not
Pro Rated," rate of a full year
regardless of the date of iss-
uance, and made to expire on
the 1st day of May following.
SUCTION XI:
Every person, before engag-
ing in any business, occupation.
profusion, trade, or calling
hereinafter mentioned and de-
scribed shall pay the license tax
hereinafter provided and eet op-
posite the name of the business,
occupation, profession, trade, or
calling for which license taxes
are required, together with the
amount of such license tax, the
same applying to each business
location, except as otherwise
specifically set out.
AS OF February 11, 1976,
I am no longer
responsible for any
debts other than my
own. Joseph G. Morgan.
AS OF 10 February, 1976,
I the undersigned will no
longer be responsible for
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5 Lost And Fauna
LOST GROWN white
German Shepherd.
Answers to name King.
Strayed away near
South 16th. Any in-
formation call 753-3224.
Reward offered.
FOUND MALE white and
black peppered Setter
•ype bird dog. Found on
or near Catalina. Call
75375018.
LOST TWO Beagles, 1
male, 1 female. Large
size beagles. White and
spotted, kind of
brownish black, lost in
vicinity of Ledbetter
Creek Bottom. The
phone number on their
collars is wrong. My




„- MECHANIC, apply in
I 
; person at Murray
Muffler and , Auto
- Center, 7th and Maple.
AVON
Develop saes shaky, in-
crease year income. Ex-
cellent wings. Col sr
writs GIME Doke, Sex
3247, Nadi, Ky. 42001,
Mime 443-3366.
WANT GOOD Carpenter
-cabinet man, no handy
man. Want carpenter
' apprentice. Contact Roy
Harmon at 753-4124.
• •BABYSITTER, 5 days
week. Call 492-8884.
• RETAIL STORE help
needed due to ex-
pansion. Permanent
employment, send
resume to P.O. Box 32W,
Murray, Ky.
IF YOU HAVE successful
,sales experience,
married, and want to
earn $3004500 per week,
•. plus auto expense,
• contact us today. We
an excellent op-
portunity to the right





;BUY THE best for less.






-Cemetery Road. Call. .
753-0984. Our prices will
increase 5 per cent
effective March 1st.
1.6 31E" X 10 ID
9 Situations Wanted











Looking for best offer.
Crazy Horse Billiards.
Call Jim Biggs after 5p.
m., (502) 826-5822.
14 Want lo Buy
ONE ROW HOLLAND
tobacco setter. Call 489-
2188 or 753-3337 after 5
p.m.
USED LEVER ACTION
22 caliber rifle. Call 436-
5592.
STANDING TIMBER or
already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 753-6231.
15. Articles For Sale
JENNY LIND Crib, foam
mattress and bumper
pad, recliner car seat,
chalk board, bouncing





back chair, dated fruit
jars. Call 489-2180.
SPECIAL 616” chain link
fence with 1%" 0. D. top
rail 1%" 0. D. line post
and tie wires, $1.39 cents
per ft. Limited to
material in stack. Also
farm gates and bull
gates. Sizes I2'-16'. For
all your fencing needs
call 4444865 A. A. A.
Fence Co.
88 GALLON AQUARIUM,
fish, and all accessories.
Call 753-2496.
FOR SALE RCA console
black and white T.V.
Excellent condition.
Also ten gallon churn,
dutch oven, some iron
skillets, clothes size 14,
suits, dresses and coats













large brick ranch home on II rolling acres. M
ain floor
features 4 bedrooms, 21/ baths, living ro
om with fire
place, dining area, large modern kitchen w
ith all con-
veniences, den and utility room. Walkout 
basement
consists of two fully paneled apartments.
 One apart-
ment has two bedrooms, the other is an ef
ficiency.
Phone Bill Kopperud for details.
Lynn Grove
Almost new two-story brick home on tre
e shaded
setting. This home has four bedrooms,
 three full
baths, living room, den with fireplace, dini
ng room,
kitchen, utility room, and abundant closet 
space.
Sliding glass doors in den open onto rus
tic wooden
patio. This is quiet country living on five 
acres. Phone
us at 753-1222 for en appointment.
Easy on the Pocketbook
Lots of living area for the money in this 3
 bedroom
home with full basement and hardwood 
floors. Ex-
cellent residential location in Murray's We
st End. An












Can be seen at 319 Irvan
or call 753-4690.
FROM WALL to wall, no




Auto, home of "Wishing'
Well Gift shop".
METAL TOOL box, for
pickup truck. Call 753-
4066 after 5 p.m.
FURNITURE AND
appliance sale. Leaving
town, must sell. Come
any day after 3 p.m.,
1515 Clayshire. Call 753-
2380.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE
oak and hickory. Will
cut to your
specifications. $20.00
truck load. Call 753-6086.
ALL NEW automatic rest
room deoderizer. No
batteries or electric. A




CLOTHES S17F-S 8 and 9.
Skirts, tops, slacks and
jackets. Nice clothes.
Call 753-7785.
FOR SALE 9 ft. living
room and 6 ft. dining
room green drapes. Call
753-3787.
MILLIONS OF rugs have
been cleaned with Blue
Lustre, It's America's
finest. Rent electric





12, short ladies wig,
floor model 25" T.V. Call
after 4, 753-6933.
CHAINS FOR YOUR
chain saws. Your choice
or 1.8" pitch, enough
for 12" bar, $8.95; 16"







sofa sleeper. Green and




$29. Bross boodbeerds fres
$39. kris lilted hods few
$179. Sold braes beds,
$995. Stelopieg Bombes
choirs $77. Wicker Itoperes
from $79. Tort% toMes
frem $69. Princess disks
from $77.
WEST KT. MATTRESS








and Service, 500 Maple





1972 870 CASE 4, 16"
plows, 12 ft. wheel disc.
$9,800. Jap Hay -85 cents




sale. 1966 David Brown
990 Selectamatic farm
tractor. Good condition.
Call 354-8392 or 753-8560.
CRAWLER LOADER,
1970 International with 4






Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.
TWO ROW John Deere
corn drill. Drill 75 acres.
Call 753-3477.
19.Farm Equipment




TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for
$1,200. See at Duncans
Garage. Phone 753-9983.
20. Sports Eqwpment
1973 RENKEN ski boat 85















dition. See B. B. Dill at




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The





maple neck. New flat
wound strings-Kustom
200 No. 4 head with 3 15"
bass speakers. Padded
on casters with handles.
Call 753-8161 after 6 or









for pair. Call 753-0062.
2/ Yuo e Home Safes
1973 12 x 70 GUERDON
bath and 1/2, air con-
ditioned. Underpinned.
Call 753-8045 after 6 p.m.





THE WINDY season is
here. We should anchor
mobile homes with tie
downs. Also your roof
needs aluminum roof
coating. We have new
mobile home doors at
good prices 1-8' wide one
bedroom mobile home.




Hale Lock Shop, 753-
5980.
1971 KINGSWOOD, 12 x





12 x 60, two bedroom,
washer, dryer, central





SON, 12 x 64 partly
furnished, gas heat,
washer and dryer, air
conditioner and un-
derpinning, included
$5,000.00 or -take over
payments, under
$100.00. Phone 753-0994.
PIANO TUNING, repair 1975 BAYWOOD, mobile
and rebuilding, prompt home 12 x 60, reasonable
service. Rebuilt Plan". price. 
Excellent con-




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopeclic or foam.
Also rebuild your old
mattress or box springs
- recover, like new.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,







TWO STORY oak log
barn. Excellent con-
dition. Call 753-0870.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM
MOBILE home central
heat and air. All elec-
tric, fully carpeted,
















16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
31 Want To Rent
FAMILY WANTS to rent
2 or 3 bedroom house in
country. Willing to do
minor repairs. Call 753-
0718.
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-
MENT. New Concord.
$50.00 month. Call 436-
2427.
MURRAY MANOR









ments. $90.00 month plus
utilities. 603 N. 18th
Street. Call 4354578.
NICE FURNISHED
apartment. May be seen
at Kelly's Pest Control,
100 South 13th.
















34 Houses For Rent
NOW AVAILABLE - For
Rent, a cozy 2 bedroom
cottage on beautiful













space could be provided.
On black-top state high-
way with black-top
driveway. No singles.
Family only. A good
home for the right party.






GREAT DANE, 5 months
old, female, all shots.




North to 783 South which




male, 20 months, $200.










as low as $15.00. Phone
after 7 p. m. 7534469.
REGISTERED ST.
Bernard puppies, 6
weeks old. Call 1-345-
2501 after noon.














OW spinning wheel, flex
wheel, toil oak bed, oak
dresser, sippers oak dining
table, spindle beck
weber, welmot bed, clients,






This home, located at 1601 former 
Are., will be offered Si mac-
ties Saterday, Feb. 14, 1976, at 2
46 pan. The property may he
Mopeded Si 1s15 p.. si the da
y of sole. The first flw m-
ats of • Wimp room with giml
ets, formal &Wog room, Idt-
then, 4 bedrooms, 2 booths, and • so
n room The basement ape-
tains the bent* system mmi the
 miter beater. The mismirs is
MAW for • 5111 liedroom. This 
ANN interest mime wishing
Gs either hem te remodel. Terms: 




Sold by Wilson Realty e
nd Auction Co.
Call 753-3263
When Buying A C. B.,
Car or Home Stereo




Many other *models in stock. Also
antennas and base units.
"If are the only Craig authorized
service department in digs urea-
TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center 753-5865
WE'VE GOT IT! YES ROBERTS REALTY HAS GOT
 MANY FINE LISTINGS AND ONE OF
THEM IS PROBABLY JUST WHAT YOU'RE LOOKI
NG FOR. WE ALSO CAN ALWAYS USE
MORE LISTINGS TO SHOW OUR PROSPECT
S. IT'S SPRING AND PEOPLE ARE
LOOKING NOW FOR HOUSES. IF YOU WANT T
O BUY OR WANT TO SELL, COME SEE
US AT ROBERTS REALTY!
AN EXTRA SPECIAL is this five be
droom, three
bath house. It's located in Cant
erbury Sub-
division and is extra, extra nice.
 Has large,
recreation room, formal dining roo
m, entry hall,
den, all carpeted, central heat and
 air, double
garage, central vacuum, and many ot
her extras.
Look at this one today! It's priced
 at less than
you could possibly replace it for.
BUDGET MINDED? This neat, two 
bedroom
house is located near downtown.
 Has two
fireplaces, utility room, living room
, dining
room, carport and an unfinished room 
upstairs
that a handyman can finish up or it i
s excellent
for storage.
ALSO NEAR DOWNTOWN is a nine 
room, two
bath house on a lot 80 x 450 feet. If y
ou are in-
terested in a little farm in town you 
should see
this one at only $13,800.00.
JUST RELLS1'ED a five room house at H
azel on
a lot with over 300 feet of highway fronta
ge. This
has been reduced to $8,950.00.
JUST REDUCED is the 21 acre hog far
m with a
twenty stall farrowing house, like new.
 A good,
three bedroom house with carpet. Goo
d tobacco
barn, 21/2 acre tobacco base. Buy no
w and get
possession this year! $29,500.00.
JUST LISTED is one of the 
very nicest two
bedroom houses on the market. H
as dining area,
den, carpet, garage and carpo
rt. Nice garden
and priced at $21,500.00.
LOCATED ON KEENLAND DRI
VE we have a
four bedroom, two bath house
 with central gas
heat, central air, large entran
ce hall, two car
carport, paved drive, outside st
orage and a very,
very low utility bill. $39,900.00
.
LOCATED AT THE corner of Popl
ar and 13th we
have a 2 bedroom permastone ho
use, plastered,
large glassed sun porch or den,
 garage , and
fireplace all for only $22,500.
NEW LISTING at 604 Vine Stree
t. Really neat
brick 3 bedroom home. Formal
 dining room,
garage, spacious rooms, located on
 nice shady
lot. Can be yours for only $25,500
.
YOU CAN BUY AT A BARGAIN. Owner 
is
moving. You can move into this one with t
hree
bedrooms, dining room, and a huge old oak 
tree
in front yard for only $18,500.
LOOKING FOR SPACE? Approximately 4,0
00
sq. ft. in this lovely house. Four bedrooms,
 2
baths, big fireplace in den, finished basemen
t,
all built ins in kitchen. All included for on
ly
$49,500.
LOT all set up for mobile home, located about
one mile from town. Has cistern, septic tan
k,
electricity and patio. Only $2,500.
YEAR ROUNDER on Beautiful Kentucky Lake
.
Three or four bedrooms, Pi baths, large rust
ic
den with fireplace and another fireplace in th
e
spacious living room. Located on a large shady
lot, really 3 lots, also has nice sun deck and
workshop. Owner says sell now for $45,500.
CLOSE TO TOWN yet secluded. Unique rustic
home with fireplace, beautifully landscaped lot
with trees. All appliances go with this one in-
cluding refrigerator. Priced right at only $30,00
0.
GRACIOUS LIVING in this house that's con-
vienient to downtown. Traditional decor, even in-
cludes an upstairs apartment for extra income.
Highest heat bill only $30.00. A bargain at only
$25,500.
NEAT, 3 bedroom brick in Panorama Shores.
Lovely Fireplace and deck overlooking the
water. Many other extras for only $35,500.
WESTER CEDAR outside, cathedral ceiling in-
side. This house features a handy floorplan and a
private location west of town.
LAKESIDE RETREAT 3 bedroom house nestled
on 5 acres of land on Kentucky Lake. Many
unusual features including a private sauna bath.
Call for an appointment, you'll love it.
40 ACRES of excellent land, approximately 30
tendable. Located west of Murray with excellent
road frontage. Owner anxious to sell at $29,700.
Has some good fences too.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY with complete
living quarters and business ready to operate.
Owner must sell because of health reasons and
now is the time to become your own boss. Call us
for more information.
•
HOYT ROBERTS 753-3924 
EDNA KNIGHT 753-4910
RAY ROBERTS 436-5650 
LELA PARKER 753-6086
T. C COLIJE 753-5122 
ANNA REQUARTH 753-2477
PAT ARMSTRONG 436-2174









































































































































Realty, 711 Main. There
is a demand for quality
homes now, so list your
home before Spring. We
have qualified buyers








bedroom, 2 bath, Stucco
home will be offered at
Auction Saturday, Feb.
14, 1976, at 2:00 p.m. The
property, located at 1601
Farmer Ave., may be
inspected at 1:15 p.m. on
day of sale. Terms: 10
per cent down, balance
at delivery of deed.
Wilson Realty & Auction
across from post office.
Phone 753-3263 anytime.
ISE QUALIFIED per-
amuse! at Guy Spann
-Realty ,are waiting to
talk to you regarding
your real estate needs.
Our time is your time.
Give us a call or drop by
the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
ZIA .4e1L. 31EvIE la I)
4.) o E • • • •
MUST SELL two
bedroom brick with
Large living room. Large
kitchen, bath, utility and
large closets. A well
built, comfortable
home, at 509 South 6th
Street listed at $15,500.
Immediate possession.
For further information,
a look, and to make an
offer call C. 0. Bon-
durant Realty first at
753-9954, 753-3460 or 753-
3690.
NEW HOME in Murray
almost finished, has
central heat and air, 2
full baths, built-in stove
and dishwasher, den.
Check this one out today
and you still would have
time to pick out your
carpet. Contact Moffitt
Realty Co., 206 South
12th, 753-3597.
130 ACRE FARM in
Cherry Corner area.





heat. Call 753-8000 or
come by Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105N. 12th.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
NOTICE
Bids we being taken for mowing Elm Grove
Cemetery. Equipment must be furnished
and bids made on a per mowing basis. Moil
bids by February 28 to Box 140-K, Route 3,




By Reshot Fred Barber
'Purclom and Thurman Real Estate
Home-Blue Chip Investment
Despite all the ta& these
days about protecting your
dollar, sound investments
and hedges against inflation,
the purchase of a home is
seldom mentioned Yet, a
well-buit home in a good
neighborhood is one of the
best hedges against inflation
vow money can buy.
In the recent years of in-
flation, for example, horne
and land values have more
than kept abreast of the
general rise in prices. This
means your home in-
vestment puts you con-
siderably ahead of the game
financially. Not to mention
the pride and pleasure that
home ownership can bring
you.
Thew is no reason to
believe that this situation
will change in the near or
not-so-near future). The
government's tight money
policies have put a crimp in-
to single family home
building starts during the
pa* few years but the
demand for these homes is
constantly increasing,. So, it
looks like prices will coo-
time to rise. Add to this the
tax benefit of home owner-
ship which allow you to
keep more of what you
earn. look for the best
home your money can buy
and enjoy your iodation
hedge.
II there is anything we CAM
do to he you in the field of
real estate, please phone or
drop in at P10430Ai &
THURMAN REAL ESTATE,
407 Maple St., Murray.
Phone 753-4451. We're here
to heipt
43
90 ACRES located two
I 1111 ICS west of Kirksey on
the Tucker-Garland
Road. Property includes




barn, new deep drilled
well, TV antenna and
fencing. Farm is ready
for occupancy now. John
C. Neubauer Real
Estate, 505 Main Street,





East of Murray. 300 ft.
road frontage. Two out
buildings and septic
tank. Suitable for mobile
home, $2,500. Call 753-






BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
brick, large rooms,
stone fireplace in living
room, beautifully land-
scaped extra lot. Call
753-4468.
PLEASING, OLDER and
convenient, great for big
family or renters help w
pay. Owner, 753-2562.
FIVE ROOM HOME P2
acres, large garden fruit
trees. Three car garage,
new storm cellar.
Farmington area, call 1-
345-2172.
THREE BEDROOM all
electric brick home. 3,02
years old. Elm Grove
Subidivison, off High-
way 94 East. Irvin Cobb
Road. $27,500. Call 753-
0840.
BY OWNER, large 3
bedroom brick home at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
baths, family room with
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2
car carport, 10 x 60 patio
with gas grill. Also brick
utility building with 2
car carport. Call 753-
0846, for appointment.
OR TRADE by owner
Tr -level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121






two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm




































heat and air, double
carport. 11/2 baths.
Fenced yard, near high
school., Call 753-2277.
OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121






two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm
doors and windows. Call
753-1566.
THREE BEDROOM
house, 2 years old, 3
large lots, close to lake
Reduced to $15,500. Call
436-7260.
MOVING MUST sell, 3
bedroom brick, 200 x 105
corner lot. Unique
sunken den and rock
fireplace. Excellent
neighborhood, $31.800





111 OtAl2 OV41-1 OTtCt, COMPAW CAR,
AM? A LII3EIZAL tXPENSE ACCOUNT,




rooms, Den, Central Heat
and Air, All Appliances,
on large shady lot.




ROCKET mags to fit
Ford or Chrysler
product with real good
G60-14 white letter tires
$80.00. Phone 1-354-6691.
FULL SET OF Chevrolet
Wheels 2 14 x6 black
center Mags, 2 14 x7
chrome rev. rims. Sell
all for 05.00. All like
new. Call 354-6691
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1967 GTO body. Good
condition. Come see at




1970 CHEVY Nova, $650
Call 492-8884
NEW 1975 2 ton Chevrolet
truck. Two speed rear








red. Black landau roof.
Mags, sharp. Call 437-
4606.
BUICK 1964 Runs and
drives good. $150.00.
Dodge 1966 1/2 ton,
$295.00. Call 489-2595.
1914 CUTLASS SILVER
blue, white interior. Air
and power. AM-FM
stereo. 1 mile west of
Stella on 121 N. Call 489-
2352.
1968 CHEVELLE SS 396
automatic, power
steering, $750.00. Call
753-3068 after 4 p.m.
1968 MUSTANG light
green with white vinyl
top. V-8 automatic, new
tires, excellent con-
dition. $1,000. Call 753-
8021.
1974 MUSTANG II Ghia.
26,646 actual miles.
Automatic, power, air,
V-6 engine. Call 474-2371."
1974 CAMARO 2.28 Type
LT. Air, power steering








wagon, factory air, GT
equipment. Extra
sharp. $2.196. Call 753-




1976 VW VAN, 59,030
miles. $1,495 Call 753-
9710.
1973 VW SUPER Beetle,








1963 Custom Ford van.
New paint, mags,
paneling and carpet.
Sharp. $850.00. Call 753-
4398 after 5 p.m.
1973 PINTO automatic,
air, shag carpet, best




bucket seats. Black. Call
753-8631.
1961 CHEVROLET 2 ton
truck. 151/2' grain bed, in
good condition. Call 489-
2188 after 5 p.m.
1972 AUDLE, Super 90,
good condition. Cali 753-
7694 or 753-2282.
190 FORD Window van
Good running condition.
Needs body repairs.
$350.00 firm. Call 436-
5590.
1966 FORD STATION
wagon with power and





NICE 1972 Dotson 2 door,
automatic, low mileage.
$1,450. 1970 Valiant




1972 Chevrolet pickup V-
8 automatic. 1973
Chevrolet 6 cylinder
straight shift. 1973 Ford










from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
GREATER ROCKFORD
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
Cars every month for
auction New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p.m.
sharp. Fosy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-9611-





L000tod of 121 II. lltk
*array, Ey.
This property consist of concrete block banding
approximately 35's 118' located on 8 gir it 224'
















1966 NOVA AND 1972







Call 753-4124, South 4th













struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
IURBY CARPET CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds.









of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.





vicinity of 121 South and
94 South to New Con-
cord. Gravel, white rock
and top soil delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,










vinyl roof. $20.00, free
pickup and delivery.













Any size gravel or
smooth surface
roofing by Johns Man-











Tom's Vinyl Repair, 489-
2752.
MARRIED WOMAN will
baboah 5 or 6 days or
nights a week in my
home. Experienced and
has references. Call 753-







efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
GENERAL BACKHOE












753-3897 or call Keith
Hayes Sales
Representative, 489-2•18




10am. rain or shine
at the Lois Cole home,
6 miles south of Lynn Grove, Ky.
1 mile east of Storey's Chapel Church
sail MN of Sepulture, opodomms, glom aim oW Modem
N om Mien boom, aim bedroom soles, maim prordrslos, pic-
ture Niue, trend, deep hal sable, tram& swag wechies.
ohs drat typo Mom frommr, odd SAW and dais, sibs, gloss
mid trinkets, ores mid Irma midget, sad WI boom, old
moos- birs sod Imps. Wilms tom tools, son dosisr, on
lot of bond rod prim Seek, Oa. Iowa moorsr, good midi Iwo
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Kentucky Apparently Won't Ban
Sale Of Aerosol Sprays In State
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Kentucky apprently won't
become the second state in the
union to ban the sale of arisol
sprays that contain material
allegedly harmful to the





Wednesday a bill by Sen.
David Karem, 13-Louisville.
Karem said the only other
state with such a law is
Oregon.
Two scientists, an attorney
and Karem spoke on the
measure, and the scientific
explanation was needed
because of words such as
"trichloromonofluorometha-
ne" and "defluorodichlorome-
thane" contained in the bill,
which Karem wanted to take
effect Jan. 1, 1978.
Karem wanted to take effect
Scientists have charged that
the earth's ozone layer is
being adversly affected by the
wide use of aerosol sprays
which contain those and other
elements.
Dr. Stanford L. Smith, a
University of Kentucky
chemistry professor, said a
theory is that continued use of
fluorocarbons will eventually
damage the ozone layer which
shields humans, animals and
plants from damaging ultra
violet light. But he said
whether to outlaw it in Ken-
tucky was a political and
social question not a scientific
one.
"As a scientist, all I can tell
you is that there is a lot of
reason for concern," Smith
said. "There are no hard
answers. If we don't stop using
Sen. Ward Admits To
Being An Alcoholic
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) —
"The past 16 hours have been
the most difficult experience
in my life," state Sen. Tom
Ward said shortly after he




publicly he has been an
alcoholic for the past two
years.
Ward, a politician whose
star seemed to be rising
lately, was arrested Tuesday
night by a Frankfort
policeman as he headed home
on U.S. 127.
"I guess I was too scared to
take the breathalyzer test," he
said.
Instead, he had his attorney
plead guilty, was fined $212 in
city police court, but did not
lose his license because, he
said, the fudge noted his
record was clean.
After a senate session
Postottice To Be
Closed On Monday
The Murray Postoffice will
be closed Monday, February
16, in observance of George
Washington's birthday, a
national holiday.
No rural or city free
delivery will be made, and the
holiday dispatch schedule will
be observed.
The lobby of the postoffice
will be open for the benefit of
box patrons and stamps may
be purchased in the stamp
machines in the lobby.
Persons are asked to not call
the postoffice as only a skelton
crew will be on duty, said Cleo
Sykes, assistant postmaster.
Farm Markets
Federal State Market News Service,
February 12., 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes $ Buying Station
Receipts: Act. SI Est. 500 Barrows &
GOts Steady - week Sows under MO











LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
USDA — Cattle and calves
receipts estimated 1000. Slaugh-
ter steers and heifers not fully
tested. Cows 1.00 higher. Liber ,
CI showing weighty cutter and
utility dairy-breds dead cost
60.00-61.00. Bulls 1.00 higher.
Calves and vealers steady.
Choke feeders poorly tested,
crherS Steady.
Slaugh,er heifers: standard
and low good 525-885 lbs 26.75-
34.00.
Slaughter cows: utility and
commercial 2630-30.00, high
dressing individuals up to 32.00;
cutter 24.00-28.90; canner most.
ly 18 00 24.00.
Slaughter bulls: yield grade
one 1100-1495 lbs 35.00-36.00;
coe•:wo 1000-1300 lbs 28.00-34.25.
Slaughter calves and vitalers:
choice 170-270 lb veaters 40.00-
65.00; good 30.00-40.00; choice
300•4115 lb calves 27.00-34.00.
Feeder steers: a few choice
500-730 lbs 38.00-39.90; mixed
good and choice 300-500 lbs
35.00-39.00, 500-750 lbs 35.75
39.25; good 300-500 lbs 29.00
36.00, 500-700 lbs 30.00-37 00.
standard and low good 600 BOO
lbs 22.75-30.00.
Feeder heifers: mixed good
and choke 300-500 lbs 26.00-
79.50, SOO 645 lbs 27.00-29.75;
good 300-500 lbs 20.00.27.00, 500-
450 lbs 22.00 27.00
600 hogs_ Barrows and gilts
1.00-1.50 higher, most advance
on weights over 230 Ma. U.S.
one-two untested; one-three 150
230 lbs 50.75-51.00, 230-260 lbs
SO 50-50 75; two-,hree 260.255 lbs'
49.50 50.50; a few three-four 335
lbs 47.75.
Sows steady. One-three 350
430 lbs 42.50-43.50, 450 600 lbs
43.00 44_00; three 300440 lbs







Wednesday, Ward walked into
a committee room and told his
story, interspersing it with
words like "shame" and
"humiliation" and a pledge
never to drink again.
Ward is a farmer, part-time
teacher and a Presbyterian
minister, and has done
volunteer work with
alcoholics.
"I suppose it's time for the
doctor to take his owl
medicine," he said. "I intend
to lick this thing.. .to prevent
any further embarassment to
the people who counted on
me."
Ward, serving his first four-
year term, ran a strong losing
race for lieutenant governor in
the 1975 primary.
Debts accumulated—one
estimate is more than
$100,000— and he said "I
suppose the pressures of
politics, unpaid campaign
bills, had some influence" on
his slide into alcoholism.
But the first impetus was
physical, he indicated.
''I began having problems
when I was in the hospital with
severe back pains during the
(1974) General Assembly," he
said.
a shame that it took
this to teach me that I can't
Ward acknowledged he
might have legally fought the
drunk driving charge on a
technicallity—there is a little-
known state law that seems to
exempt legislators from
arrest going to or from Frank-
fort.
The senator said there also
had been suggestions that he
ought to go to trial or get the
charge reduced to wreckless
driving.
"I just felt I wanted to face
this so I could live with myself
better," he said, "to let people
know what I was and wasn't."
Asked about his political
future, the senator com-
mented:
"I hope that would depend
on how I conduct myself in the




The school calendar which
was approved by the Murray
Board of Education last
spring, designated Monday,
February 16 as a holiday. This
date is designated in most
states as the legal observance
of Washington's birthday.
The Calendar Committee
recommended that this be
observed as a holiday if the
number of snow days were not
excessive at this time. In view
of the fact that school has been
dismissed only one day due to
snow, next Monday will be a
holiday in the Murray Schools,
said Fred Schultz, superin-
tendent of Murray City
Schools.
Chili Supper To Be
At Pleasant Grove
A chili supper will be held at
the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church on
Saturday, February 14, with
serving to start at 5:30p.m.
The event is being spon-
sored by the United Methodist
Youth Fellowship with the
funds to go toward a trip to St.
Louis, Mo. The cost for the
supper will be $2.00 for adults
and $1.00 for children under
twelve.
these materials, we are going
to have a problem. You can
call this scientific intuition."
He said, "if Kentucky
outlawed the use of aerosol
sprays the effect would be
miniscule," even if the entire
nation outlaws use of the
sprays the effect still may be
minimal because they are
used all over the world.
Smith said industry is
"making a mssive effort to
determine if the chemicals are
indeed harmful and that the
federal government is
spending $14 million to
research the problem.
Dr. Louis C. Glasgow, a
chemist with the Dupont Co. in
Wilmington, Del., said
scientists won't know for at
least two years whether
_
Tressa Brewer, co-chaimvan of the Murray High School
Student Counci Pancake Breakfast, sells a ticket to Eli
Alexander, center, principal, and Coach John Hine. The
breakfast will be held Saturday, February 21, from six
a.m. to eleven a.m. at the school. Also featured will be a
pancake eating contest.
aerosol spray Products atv Oa k Grove Presbyterian Church
harmful to the environment.
Jack Erskine, said that if Plans Birthday Events SaturdayAnd a Dupont attorney,
aerosol products eventially
"are found to be harmful, we
will cease production.
"Since the University of
Kentucky scientist indicated
in this state it was more of a
political issue than a scientific
one, the committee at
Karem's suggestion decided a
resolution would be the proper
method for the state to ex-
press its position on the
subject.
The Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church will
have a special celebration at
the church, located north of
Penny near the Calloway-
Marshall County line, on
Saturday, February 14.
A "downhome" potluck
supper will be held at seven
p.m, in the church fellowship
hall. Following the supper





sponsored bill to change
Kentucky's primary month
from May to August has won
approval from a House
committee — and the
Democratic administration
indicates it will go along.
"I'm very surprised, my
bills usually don't get much
support among the opposition,
but I applaud their stand,"
said House Minority Leader
Harold De-Marcus, 1)-
Stanford. —..
The original version would
have changed voting day from
the first Tuesday after the
fourth Monday in May to the
last Tuesday in August.
The revised version sets the
last Saturday in August.
The elections and
constitutional amendments
committee voted out the bill
for House consideration.
The only exception on
August would be in
presidential years, when the
date would be the last Tuesday
in May.
One source in Gov. Julian
Carroll's office said the idea
has merit. De-Marcus said he
also has been told State
Democratic Chairman
Howard (Sonny) Hunt is
receptive.
If finally enacted, the
measure would set the block
back 20 years, when the
August primary date was
changed to May. The effective
Legion And Auxiliary
To Meet On Friday
The American Legion and
Auxiliary will meet Friday,
February 13, at seven p.m. at
the Legion Hall at South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
All members and interested




The Willing Workers Club of
the Hazel Community will
have a bake sale at Roses in
the Central Shopping Center
Murray, on Saturday,
February 14, starting at 10:30
Oleter Lessler, president of
the club, said all types of
baked goods will be on sale.
Independence Church
Plans Fellowship
The monthly Third Sunday
Fellowship will be held
Sunday, February 15, at seven
p.m. at the Independence
United Methodist church.
Inez Hopkins will show
pictures of members of the
church. All members and the
public are urged to attend.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a:m. 354.2,
down 0.4.
Below dam 306.2, down 0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.3,
down 0.1.
Below darn 313.8, down 0.5
Sunset 5132. Surulae 6 : 50(
year of the measure is 1977.
DeMarcus said he has noted
a growing lack of interest in
Kentucky elections.
"I believe our system of
having an election day every
six months has actually
turned people off the political
process," he said. "This just
contributes to poorer and
poorer government."
The minority leader said
that moving the primary to
late in August "will cut the
campaigning down to about
four months each year instead
of 10 to 12 months.
He said the Saturday would
give the working man more
opportunity to vote and the
month would be more con-
venient for the farmer
because May is the planting
season.
"It will also allow college
students to vote because their








sponsored by the Murray
Calloway County Hospital will
be held Monday, February 16,
at 7:30 p.m. in the Hospital
Conference Room.
Dr. Katy Hufnagle will be
the guest speaker and her
topic will be, "Com-
municating with the Stroke
Patient."
Dr. Hufnagle is a speech
pathologist, associated with
the Paducah Speech and
Language Clinic. She attended
Ball State University and has







Dinner will be held by the
James Campen Chapter of the
Kentucky Society of the Sons
of the American Revolution on
Saturday, February 21, at six
p.m. at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
Reservations for the dinner
at $4.25 per person should be
made by Wednesday,
February 18, by mailing a
check to Brown C. Tucker,
Box 675, Murray, Ky.
John Nance, president of
local SAR Chapter, said Dr.
L.J. Horton will explain plans
of the Bicentennial Committee
for the, year. Special music
will be by Marie Taylor,
pianist, professor at Murray
State, and Barbara Bucks,
soloist, senior from Hopkin-
sville. Dr. Glen Wilcox will
explain the history of the
music to be presented at the
dinner.
church by her members, will
be displayed.
February 14 is a special day
for the church community as
this is the birthday of the
founding of the first Cum-
berland Presbyterian Church
ir, that area. The church was
organised in 1175 in the small
community then called
Copeland. The original church
was called Friendship Church,
but when the church was built
on the present site in the Oak
Grove community, the name
was changed to Oak Grove
Church.
At eight p.m. Saturday a
play reenacting the founding
of the Friendship Church will
be presented. The play is
unique in the fact that it has
been written and a large
majority of the cast are direct
descendants of the founders of
the church.
The founders are W. J.
Lamb, C. R. Anderson, Tom
Swift, W. H. Egman, J. F.
Groves, and H. E. Putman.
All friends and neighbors
are invited to attend any or all
of these special events of the
church, a church spokesman
said.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
The prosecution in Patricia
Hearst's trial for bank rob-
bery, with most of its big guns
already fired, could rest its
case by the end of the week.
Still to come is the playing of
a taped communique sent
from the underground in
which Miss Hearst said she
willingly joined her terrorist
kidnapers in the April 15, 1974,
bank robbery.
U.S. Atty. James L.
Browning Jr. said after
Wednesday's court session
that he has, in addition to
playing the tape, "five or six
more witnesses" to call.
They will testify on
technical matters, detailing
such things as the seizure of
evidence and Miss Hearst's
arrest last Sept. 18, he said.
Chief defense counsel F. Lee
Bailey fought for two days at a
special hearing outside the
presence of the jury to
suppress the taped com-
munique and to prohibit
testimony about a shooting
and kidnaping incident in Los
Angeles in which Miss Hearst
also is charged.
U.S. District Court Judge
Oliver J. Carter ruled that the
government could use the tape
and the testimony of a Los
Angeles teen-ager who said
the newspaper heiress and two
others held him hostage
overnight in May 1974.
Carter's ruling all but
assured that the defendant
will take the stand in her own
defense and recount for the




outside court that introduction
of the tape would "sharply
increase" the likelihood that
he will ask Miss Hearst to
repeat for the jury the story
she told to the judge — and the
world — on Tuesday.
She testified that she lived in
constant fear of being killed
by the SLA if she did not
cooperate from the time she
was kidnaped on Feb. 4, 1974,
until shortly after her capture
In San Francisco.
Prosecution In Hearst Trail
Could Rest Case By Week's End
Shepherd said he later saw a
woman who fitted the
description of Miss Hearst
walk toward him holding a
weapon across her chest.
During cross-examination,
Bailey attempted to destroy
Shepherd's credibility as a •
witness by alluding to
Shepherd telling police that
the figure was 6 feet tall.
The 5400t-3 Miss Hearst
stood at Bailey's request, but
Shephard contended he saw
the person from the bottom of
a hill and, from his direction, a
short person would look taller.
He never identified Miss
Hearst with certainty.
Thomas Dean Matthews, a
19-year-old college student,
testified that the Harrises and
Miss Hearst took him hostage
and used his van as part of
their getaway.
Smiling frequently and
brushing hair from his eyes,
the casually clad youth told of
his night-long ride through the
streets of Los Angeles with
benevolent captors. He ad-
mitted a fondness for the
Harrises and Miss Hearst
"because they were all ko
nice."
Miss Hearst, he said, deftly
handled weapons in front of
him, freely told how she joined
the SLA and boasted of her
role in the robbery.
She was constantly asking
him if he was comfortable in
the back of the van and patted
him on the head several times,
he said.
Browning called her story a
lie and urged the judge to
admit the tape and the
evidence of her activities in
Los Angeles.
"Everything the court has
heard from Miss Hearst of her
coercion in a year and a half is
not true," he said.
Carter then declared that
"by the preponderance of the
evidence, the government has
established that the
statements made by the
defendant after the happening
of the bank robbery, by
recording, orally or by
writing, were made
voluntarily."
He promised a detailed
explanation of his decision in
writing soon.
Having been tipped by
Bailey in advance on what to
expect from Carter, Miss
Hearst sat expressionless. Her
parents, Randolph and
Catherine Hearst, did not
move for several minutes.
The jury was then brought
into the courtroom, and
Browning called two wit-
nesses to repeat the testimony
that previously had been
withheld from the sequestered
jurors.
Anthony Shepherd, a clerk
at a sporting goods store in
central Los Angeles, said he
caught SLA members William
and Emily Harris shoplifting
and scuffled with them on the
sidewalk.
Miss Hearst has admitted
breaking up the fight by
peppering the store with
submachine gun fire from a
van parked across a busy four-
lane street from the store,
allowing the Harrises to flee.
Anthony Shephard, a clerk
at a sporting goods store in
central Los Angeles, said he
caught SLA members William
and Emily Harris shoplifting
and scuffled with them on the
sidewalk.
Miss Hearst has admitted
breaking up the fight by
peppering the store with
submachine gun fire from a
van parked across a busy four-
lane street from the store,
allowing the Harrises to flee.
Humane Society To
See Filmstrips
The Humane Society of
Calloway County will hold its
quarterly meeting on Monday,
Feb. 16 at 7:30 p.m., at the
United Campus Ministry
Building, 202 N. 15th street.
Materials including slides
and ,filmstrips currently being
used in the school program
will be shown.
The public is invited to show
support for the Humane
Society by being present at the
meeting, a spokesman said.
(Believe It Or Not!)
Is Just Around The Comer
and
We're ready to assist you
With all your lawn & garden
needs.
With truckloads of name
brands Eke
& Greencraft
Before you buy any type of lawn is garden equipment it will pay
you to check the quality, prices and the availability of service
after you've compared you'll find we have the best of all
three!!!
2406 E. Main
Murray Supply Co.
Moyne 7S3-3361
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